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wheeled vehicles. Both engines and transmissions are con-
sidered and, to a lesser extent, fuels; the only generic
element of a propulsion system which is not considered here
is the thruster--tracks or wheels.

The results indicate that: (1) the payoffs for potentia34
improvements in propulsion systems are high; (2) with respect
to tactical wheeled vehicles, there seens to be little to be
sacrificed by relying on commercial propulsion systems; (3)
with respect to armored vehicles, programs aimed at suitable
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1980s are needed now; (4) such demonstrations need not be re-
lated specifically to either lightly armored vehicles or main
battle tanks at this time, but rather to armored vehicles as
a whole; (5) the power range of interest is 500-1500 hp, with
the lower portion probably preferred; (6) technology-base
programs should be directed toward purely military engines
rather than commercial derivatives; ai. (7) major emphasis
should be placed upon integrated power trains utilizing
diesel engines with split-torque transmissions and gas-
turbine engines with mechanical transmissions.
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ABSTRACT

The primary purposes of this paier are to: (1) assess

propulsion-system technology needs cnd opportunities for mili-

"tary ground-vehicle applications, * s.d (2) examine the relation-

ship of these needs and opportunities to current technology-

base program activities. The sc-pe of the paper includes
consideration of all major types if vehicles: combat vehicles,

a- combat support vehicles, and tactical wheeled vehicles. Both
engines and transmissions are considered and, to a lesser extent,
fuels; thi only generic element of a propulsion system which is

0•

not considered here is the thruster--tracks or wheels.

The results indicate that: (1) the payoffs for potential
improvements in propulsion systems are high; (2) with respect to
tactical wheeled vehicles, there seems to be little to be sacri- I
ficed by relying on commercial propulsion nystems; (3) with

"respect to armored vehicles, programs aimed at suitable propul-
"" ~sion system technology demonstrations in the mid-to-late-1980a

- are needed now; (4) such demonstrations need not bb related
• - specifically to either lightly armored vehicles or main battle

tanks at this time, but rather to armored vehicles as a whole;

(5) the power range of interest is 500-1500 hp, with the lower
portion probably preferred; (6) technology-base programs should
be directed toward purely military engines rather than comer-

cial derivatives; and (7) major emphasis should be placed upon
integrated power trains utilizing diesel engines with split-
torque transmissions and gas-turbine engines with mechanical
"transmissions.
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SUMMARY K

A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This study resulted from a desire by OUSDRE(R&AT.) to obtain

an independent assessment of the needs, prospects, and potential

technology-base programs for improved propulsion system technol-
ogy for ground vehicles. The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command
(TACOM) is the focal point for research and technology activities

related to ground-vehicle propulsion systems, and TACOM typically f
spends, depending upon the vagaries of the budget process,
$10-15 million* annually in support of such activities.

The objectives of this study are to:

1. Assess propulsion system technology needs and opportuni-

ties for ground-vehicle applications;
2. Examine the relationship of theue needs and opportuni-

ties to current program activities; and
3. Recommend whatever steps, if any, appear appropriate for

reorientation of current program activities.
The scope of the investigation includes consideration of al. major

types of vehicles: combat vehicles, combat support vehicles, and .!
tactical wheeled vehicles. Both engines and transmissions are

considered and, to a lesser extent, fuels; the only generic
element of a propulsion system which is not considered here is
the thruster--.tracks or wheels.

B. APPROACH

The approach used consists of four major elements. First,

future vehicle requirements arc evaluated to ascertain

*Unless otherwise stated, all monetary amounts are in FY 81
dollars.
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quantities, probable timing, power levels required, and the

potential impacts of propulsion system improvements- Second,

various advanced propulsion system options are evaluated in

terms of estimated performance achievable and resultant military

payoffs. Third, suitable goals, both technologically feasible

and offering sufficient payoff to be of interest, are formulated
for specific propulsion-system types. Fourth, technology-base
activities needed to achieve these goals are identified and

compared with current prn~gram activities.

Many parts of the analysis are quantitative; in particular,

use is made of a simple model which relates costs and weights of

vehi~cles to propulsion system characteristics, and this enables

potential payoffs of propulsion system improvements to be eval-

uated in terms of reductions in cost a&nd/or weight of vehicles

with otherwise the same military capability. Inevitably, some

of the findings which emerge from this approach are Judgmental,

and the judgments could perhaps be made differently. In all

cases, however, the bases for the judgments are stated.

C. FINDINGS
1. Power Requirements for Armored Vehicles

Armored vehicles can be conveniently considered in twoj

classes: main battle tanks (MBTs), distinguished by heavy armor#

and iUghtly armored combat vehicles (LCVs). In both classes of

vehicles, the specific power (maximum engine power/vehicle gross

weight) which is practically useful is limited by two factors:

the abili.ty of soils to withstand the shearing force of the

tracks, and the increased vehicle cost associated with increased

power. On the basis of an analysis of these factors (Sections

II-B and Il-C), it is found that:

1. For future main battle tanks, the specific power re-

quirement is unlikely to be greater than 25 hp/ton

(wh-ich is the level of the current Ml). Inasmuch as

MBTs are practically limited to weights of no more
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than 60 tons, this implies that m:xii, um power levels

will be no more than 1500 hp. Further, there is a

current tendency to believe that future MBTs may be

significantly less than 60 tons, and pot"oc requirements
La could be as low as about 1000 hp.

2. For lightly armored combat vehicles, the specific power

requirement is unlikely to be greater than 30 hp/ton

(50% greater than the current M2/M3). Given the
current tendency toward smaller vehicles, it seems
unlikely that future LCVs will exceed 30 tons, and

thus the maximum power requirement is about 900 hp.
Future LCVs may be considerably lighter, and power

requirements may be as low as 500 hp.
2. Potential Needs for New Propulsion Systems

The potential need for ground-vehicle propulsion systems

is large; future vehicle applications (Sections II-A, II-D)
include:

Estimated
Production

Needed Approximate Date of New. Vehicle Application Power Level Inventory, Level Vehicle .

Main battle tanks 1000-1500 hp 15,000 a-1994

Lightly armored 500-900 hp 25,000 Ž 1994
combat vehicles

Self-propelled 500-900 hp 3.000 a 1988
artl 11 ery

Trucks (2-1/2- 400 100,(C00 Any time
and 5-ton)

The future production dates are of course subject to consider-

able variation, both in forecasts ane eventual reality, and to
some extent depend upon the availability of a new propulsion
system; nevertheless, it is clear that appropriate technology-
base activities are needed now.

S-3
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The potential leverage of advanced propulsion systems

on these vehicles is high because the propulsion systems, in-

cluding fuel, represent appreciable fractions of the vehicle

weight, armored volume, and cost; thus rather modest improve-

ments in propulsion systems can lead to appreciable reductions

in weights and costs of vehicles with the same mobility, payload,

and range characteristics. For example, it is estimated (in

Section II-E) that a 10% improvement in each of the five major

characteristics of engines and transmissions (engine specific
fuel consumption or transmission efficiency, specific weight,

specific volume, specific manufacturing cost, specific operation
and maintenance cost) would produce reductions in vehicle life-

cycle costs of 18, 15, and II percent for MSTs, LCVs, and 5-ton

trucks, respectively; these reductions amount to about $450,000

per vehicle for MBTs, $125,000 for LCVs, and $30,000 for 5-ton

trucks. It is not necessary, of course, that propulsion system

improvements be used to reduce the costs of vehicles with the

same mobility, range, and payload characteristics; nevertheless,

the measure serves to indicate that relatively modest propulsion

system improvements have large payoffs, however used.

As indicated in the previous table, therr is a requirement
for a large number of propulsion systems for tactical wheeled

vehicles with power levels less than 400 hp. Unlike the other

high-performance military applications, there is a large com-

mercial market--both domestic and foreign--for vehicular pro-

pulsion systems in this power range. Thus, there is no doubt

that relatively modern vehicular propulsion systems will always
be available from purely commercial sources. Given this availa-

bility, and the facts that the relative leverage of propulsion
system improvements is not as high in tactical wheeled vehicles

as in armored vehicles and that the important commercial char-

acteristics of specific fuel consumption, manufacturing cost,

and operation and maintenance cost are also important military
characteristics, there seems to be little to be sacrificed by 1'

I.



relying on commfercial propulsion systems for tactical wheeled
vehicles.* Accordingly, technology-base efforts shtjuld be

focused on propulsion systems fcr armored vehicles in the power

range of 500-1500 hp.ti

In the context of desirable R&D directions, it is worth

pointing out that an examination of the potential influence

(in Section II-E) of the individual propulsion system charac-
teristics permits the following observations:

1. Transmission efficiency is by far the most influential

characteristic in all vehicles; this is simply because,

for the same power delivered tc the sprockets or

wheels, the power required of the engine is inversely

proportional to the transmission efficiency.
2. Apart from transmission efficiency, engine specific

fuel consumption at representative part-power condi-

tions is the most influential characteristic in main

battle tanks.

3.. Apart from transmission efficiency, engine and trans-I
mission specific weight are the most influential

characteristics in lightly armored combat vehicles. 1
It is pointed out that the latter two observations are based on

the gas-turbine installation in the Ml and the diesel instal-

lation in the M2/3, respectively, and hence reflect the rela-
tively high part-powel: specific fuel consumption of gas turbines

and the relatively high specific weight of diesel engines.

3. Advanced Propulsion System options

There are many possibilities for advanced propulsion systems

for armored vehicles in the 500-1500 hp range; the possibilities

examined here are diesels, gas turbines, and rota~ries for engines,

*Some sacrifices will be involved, of course: commercial engines
will undoubtedly emphasize low pollutant emissions at some
sacrifice in performance, and military needs for cold-start
and multifuel capability may require modest modifications to
commercial engines.
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and mechanical, hydrokinetic, hydromechanical, and split-torque

combinations for transmissions.* With respect to fuels, con-
sideration is limited to liquid hydrocarbons (petroleum or
non-petroleum based) as the only viable option for military
ground vehicles.

For engines, we find (Section III-B-I) that substantial

performance improvements are immediately foreseeable in diesel

engines by means of: (1) large reductions in the heat rejection
rate--that is, adiabatic or quasi-adiabatic operation--through
the use of high-temperature metallic materials or perhaps
ceramic materials; (2) high levels of turbocharging through the
use of variable compression ratio, intake heaters, or the
hyperbar technique; (3) higher piston speeds and rotational
speeds through improved lubrication, injection, and combustion

processes; and (4) turbocompounding.
Similarly, we find (Section III-B-2) that substantial

performance improvements in gas turbines are immediately fore-
seeable by means of: (1) increased turbine inlet temperature
through the use of newer superalloys or dispersion-strengthaned
superalloys; (2) higher combustor inlet temperatures through the A
use of high-effectiveness heat exchangers and improved heat- f
exchanger and combustor materials; (3) improvements in variable-
geometry component performance; and (4) improved air filtration

methods.
If the current rotary-engine development by Curtiss-Wright

is completely successful, we find (Section III-B-3) that it

*Gears are the primary means of power transmission in all of
these devices; mechanical transmissions transmit all power
by means of gears, hydrokinetic transmissions have a fluid-
driven torque converter through which all of the input power
passes; hydromechanical transmissions utilize hydrostatic
elements (pumps and motors) for speed ratio selection, and
hence only part of the input power is transmitted by gears;
and split-torque transmissions, as defined here, utilize a
torque converter through which only part of the input power
is transmitted.
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offers substantial performance advantages as compared to existing

and near-term engines of other types. If the rotary engine can

be adaptee to take advantage of turbocharging, further perform-
ance improveufents are possible, but it does not offer significant
performance advantages when compared to future advanced engines
of other types.

For transmissions, we find (Section III-C-3) that the
potential for significant improvements in conventional hydro-
kinetic and hydromechanical transmissions is distinctly limited.
On the other hand, three different design concepts, none of
them new, offer promise of significant improvements: (1) elimi-
nation of, or a large reduction of, power transfer through the

torque converter to increase efficiency and decrease cooling
requirements; (2) operation of the propulsion power splitting
and steering controls at higher speeds (and lower torques) to
decrease specific weight and volume; and (3) hybrid transmissions
using low-torque devices (electrical converters or traction

drives) with a high-speed input coupled with a geared final I
drive.

As a result of an assessment of the potential payoffs of
these advanced propulsion system options in armored vehicles
(in Section III-D), a few observations are pertinent:

1. Eliminating the torque converter from the transmission,
or reducing its role, is a high-payoff area, and the
additional potential offered by high-speed operation
is significant. An important corollary is that the

engine and transmission should be considered as an
optimized unit, inasmuch as these payoffs cannot be
fully achieved by a transmission adapted to operate
with different types of engines or by the converse.

2. Among gas-turbine engines, the more-or-less conventional

recuperated type is a much better candidate than the
reheat-cycle type, by virtue of offering only slightly

fewer payoffs at immensely lesser risk.

S-7! .
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3. Advanced diesel and gas-turbine systems (with appro-

priate transmissions) offer comparable payoffs, the

current rotary engine somewhat less. To be competi-
tive, the rotary engine will require turbocharging

and, given this necessity, the fundamental advantage
of the rotary disappears. That is, with turbochaxginq,

diesels and gas turbines cover the power range of

interest completely, and the rotary engine has little

to offer. Accordingly, we see no need for significant
technology-base emphasis on the rotary engine.

On the basis of these observations, we conclude that the prefer-
red advanced propulsion systems for future armored vehicles

are (1) advanced diesel engines in combination with split-torque
transmissions and (2) recuperated gas turbines in conjunction

with mechanical transmissions.

4. Suitable R&D Goals

Although appropriate specific goals for either of the pre-
terred propulsion system alternatives vary somewhat with applica-
tion and power level, the following goals, appropriate to pro-
pulsion systems in the 800-hp class, are found (Section III-E)

to provide payoffs in the range of 20-25% of vehicle life-cycle
cost in LCV applications and would provide the necessary technol-

ogical basis for achieving similar payoffs in MBT applications:

Diesel/ Gas Turbine/
Split-Torque Mechanical

Engine
Specific fuel consumption 0.35 0.42 v

@ 25% power, lb/hr/hp P
Specific weight, lb/hp 2.2 2.2

Specific volume, ft 3 /hp 0.032 0.033
Transmission

Representative efficiency 0.87 0.90

Specific weight, lb/hp 2.5 2.3

Specific volume, ft 3 /hp 0.033 0.030
S-8



These goals should not be interpreted too rigidly, of course,

particularly since the individual goals can be traded off among
themselves (e.g., lower specific fuel consumption for higher

K specific weight), depending upon future developments. Neverthe-
less, they appear to represent reasonable targets from the
standpoint of technological possibility, and they offer payoffs
which easily justify annual technology-base expenditures of

the order of $10-$15 million.
5. R&D Program Needs and Recommendations

In examining the various relationships between and amonS
technology-base activities and eventual system applications
(Section IV-A), we conclude that: (I) 6.3A* programs aimed
at suitable propulsion system technology demonstrations in the
mid-to-late 1980s are needed now; (2) these efforts need not be

related specifically to either LCVs or MBTs at this time, but

rather to armored vehicles as a whole-, (3) that the power range
of interest is 500-1500 hp, with the lower portion probably
preferred; (4) that tgchnology-base programs should bo- directei
toward purely military engines rather +han commercial deri-vatives;
and (5)*that 6.2 programs should address critical component areas
but with generally more ambitious goals than concurrent 6.3A

programs. In accordance with these findings, the recommended
major technology-base programs (Sections IV-B, !V-C) are as
follow3:

I. For the diesel-engine/split,-torque--transmission pcwex
train, a 6.3A program to demonstrate the technology
of a 600 gross horsepower (ghp) power train with the
goals as indicated previously and with manufacturing
and O&M costs consistent with current diesel power
trains. While detailed tradeoff studies are necessary

*In the RDT&E program area (Program 6 of the DOD Budget), tech-
nology-base activities consist of Categories 6.1--Researah,
6.2--Exploratory Development, and 6.3A--Advanced Development
(Technology Demonstration).

S-9
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to make porticular choices, it appears that a quasi-
adiabatic, high-speed, turbocharged and turbocoutpounded
diesel with a matched high-speed, split-torque trans-
mission could attain the desired perf6rmance without
demanding unreasonable &dvances in component technology.
At the 6.2 level the critical areas appear to be (1)
impreving the response of turbocharged systems, (2) im-
proved cylindez breathing, fuel injection and combustion
to accommodate higher speeds, (3) better materials and
cooling/insulation schemes for quasi-adiabatic operation,
and (4) improved lubricants.

2. For the gas-turbine-engine/mechanical-transmission
power train, a 6.3A program to demonstrate the tech-
nology of a 800-900 ghp power train with the goals as
indicated previously and with manufacturing and O&M

costs consistent with current gas-turbine power trains.
While detailed tradeoff studies are again necessary
to make particular choices, it appears that a recuperated
gas-turbine engine with turbine inlet temperature of
2200-23000F, variable flow-path geometry and improted
air filtration, with a matched high-speed, mechanical

transmission could attain the desired performance
without demanding unreasonable advances in component
technology. At the 6..• level the critical areas
appear to be (1) high-temperature metallic recupera-
tors, (2) high-inlet-temperature metallic combustors,
(3) improved flow range of variable geometry compo-

nents, and (4) compact air filtration systems.
Because ot the variety of choices available in either of the

power trains described above, it is recommended that in each
case competitive engine-technology demonstrations be pursued.
The funding requirements for such competitive demonstrations

have not been analyzed here, but is is not readily apparent that

S-10



they would be incompatible with reasonable budgetary expectations
(e.g., $15 million per year).

The major differences between the R&D program recommended
here and the proposed TACOM program are not so much in the power
train performance goals (except possibly for transmissions) as
in (1) the concept of demonstrating power-train technology for
atmored vehicles as a class rather than undertaking a prctz-
type develo-ment directed at a specific application, as TACOM
proposes, and (2) the emphasis accorded here tco purely military
engines, as opposed to derivatives of commercial engines, in the

500-1000 hp range. With respect to the first difference, the
concept proposed here is to design the 6.3A program so that it
can at a later date provide the technology needd when a specific
application is mcre clearly focused. This not only leaves the

technology options open, without possibly artif.Lcial restraints,
as long as possible, but also removes the need to predict a
specific "aEpl'.cation 12-14 years in advance. It is intended
that such 6.3A'demonstrator engines and transmissions fully

utilize available component technology. The proposed 6.2
programs are then planned to advance the state of, the art in
critical component areas, but the 6.3A programs are not dependent
on success of the 6.2 programs. With respect to the second dif-
ference, we believe that, although TACOM has been directed by
both the Congress and the Department of the Army to make maximum
use of commercial facilities, tooling, and engines, the relative
payoffs associated with purely military engines for combat

vehicles are such that complete reliance on commercial deriva-
tives is unlikely to be a cost-effective appr"oach.

The 6.2 programs proposed by TACOM are generally similar,
but there is some difference in emphasis. In the diesel engine

programs, in addition to the planned 6.2 work on advanced turbo-
machinery, programmable fuel injection, friction reduction,

high-temperature materials and coatings, and integrated control

S-i1
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systems, we would recommend some work on problems associated

with high-speed operation.
In the 6.2 program for gas turbines the planned work

emphasizes recuperators, reheat combustors, intercoolers, fuel

control, high-temperature combustors7 turbine nozzle.- and
radial inflow turbine rotors, and thermal barriers. Jur approach
puts less emphasis on components for a reheat-cycle engine and
more on recuperator and variable-geometry alternatives.

For transmissions the TACOM program is concentrated in
6.3A programs for hydrokinetic and hydromechanical transmissions.
In addition, there is a planned advanced turbine transmission
program, the details of which are unknown to us. Our proposed

program would change emphasis to integrate the transmission more
closely with the engine. This leads to possibly major design

changes--i.e., possibly a high-speed mechanical transmission
for the gas turbine or a high-speed, split-torque transmission

for the diesel engine.
Finally, the planned TACOM program contains a substantial

eftort devoted to achieving a broad-range multifuel capability--
from gasoline to heavy residuals--in engines. We find, however,
that most ot the benetits can be gained by providing a narrower

middle-distillate range capability (!ooiling points between
approximately 4000 and 7000F), while the difficulties of develop-
ing a suitable engine for broader range capability increase

greatly. Our recommendation is accordingly to concentrate
on the more modest engine modifications and operator informa-
tion needed to provide the narrower range capability.

S-.12
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

This study resulted from a desire by OUSDRE(R&AT) to obtain
an independent assessment ot the needs, prospects, and potential
R&D programs for improved propulsion system technology for mili-
tary ground vehicles. There are currently about 500,000 military
ground vehicles in the inventory, ranging in size from main

battle tanks to jeeps, all of which have propulsion systems of
1500 hp or less. Historically, these vehicles have been powered
by either gasoline or diesel engines and remain so today, with
the single exception of the main battle tank, where a gas-turbine
engine has been introduced. Propulsion systems for ground
vehicles have, with but few exceptions (the main battle tank
being the most notable), consisted of commercially available
engines and transmissions or derivatives of commercially
available components.

The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) is the focal
point for research and technology activities related to ground-
vehicle propulsion systems, and TACOM typically spends, depending
upon the vagaries ot the budget process, $10-15 million* annually
in support of such activities. The adequacy and disposition
of these funds involve some thorny issues, including: (1) suit-
able goals, both technologically reasonable and offering suffi-
cient payott to be ot interest; (2) power levels of interest;
(3) the relative emphasis to be given to activities aimed at
improving adaptations of commercial components versus those
aimed at new military components; (4) the type of engine to be

*Unless otherwise stated, all monetary figures are in FY 1981
dollars.
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pursued: diesel versus gas turbine versus other; (5) transmis-

sion types suitable for different engines; and (6) the nature

of the program outputs needed to assure that the development

i! of a new propulsion system for a specific vehicle can be under-

ii taken with a satisfactory degree of confidence. These issues,

and others, are examined here.I I.
B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The objectives of this study are:
1 1. To assess propulsion system technology needs and op-

portunities for ground--vehicle applications;

' 2. To examine the zelationship of these needs and oppor-

tunities to current program activities; and
3. Trý recommend whatever steps, if any, appear appropriate

for reorientation of current program activities.

The scope of the investigation merits some discussion.

With respect to R&D activities, the interest here is confined

to so-called technology-Uas4 activities,* which are aimed at
improving technology rather than providing a specific new pro-

pulsion system for a specitic new vehicle. With respect to

vehicles, all majo: types of vehicles are considered: combat

vehicles (e.g., main battle tanks, armored personnel carriers),

combat support veh.icles (e.-., self-propelled artillery), and

tactical vehicles Ltrucks). With respect to propulsion system

components, both engines and transmissions are considered, and

somewhat lessel consideration is devoted to fuels; trom the

standpoint of a generic definition of a propulsion system, the

only major element not considered here is what could be callea

the thruster--tracks or wheels.

*In the RDT&E program area (Program 6 of the DOD Budget),
technology-base activities consist of Categories 6.1-Research,
6.2-Exploratory Development, and 6.3A-Advanced Development
(Technology Demonstration).

2
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C. APPROACH
j The approach followed here consists of five elements:

(1) identification of future vehicle requirements; (2) synthesis

of propulsion system options; (3) analysis of potential propul-
dt sion system payotts; (4) tormulation of appropriate R&D goals;

and (5) identification of R&D needed.

The primary interest in identifying future vehicle require-

ments is in establishing both the propulsion-system power level

needed and the potential impact of propulsion-system technology

improvements on the vehicle. In the range of interest (less

than approximately 1.500 hp), the power level needed is an

important quantity, inasmuch as it can a.fect the relative

attributes of different types of propulsion-system components
(e.g., diesel versus gas-turbine engines) as well as the tech-

nology areas requiring emphasis. Further, the nature of the

propulsion-•system development business is such that the output
needed from 6.3A activities, in order to provide adequate
confidence tp undertake development, is a demonstration of the

technology in a propulsion system environment at approximately

the power level needed. As a specific example, demonstration of

an advanced technology engine at, say, 1500 hp would not be

considered adequate to undertake a new 750 hp engine development.*

Similarly, the potential impact of propulsion-system improve-

ments is important in evaluating appropriate R&D goals and/or

the usefulness ot technoiogy improvements. For example, vehicles

in which the combination of engine, transmission, and fuel do

not constitute an appreciable fraction of the total vehicle

weight or volume require more ambitious R&D goals than other

kinds of vehicles in order to have the same overall impact.

Projecting future vehicle requirements to the extent necessary

*This statement is more valid for gas-turbine engines than for
other types of engines; for example, a smaller diesel engine
can be obtained by merely reducing the numbev of cylinders,
although an engine so derived will not generally be an optimum1: one.
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to eatablish approximate power level and potential propulsion

system impact is of course a hazardous business; the vehicles

of interest generally will not enter into engineering develop- I-

ment for another 8 to 10 'years, and will not appear in the

operational inventory until some 15 to 20 years hence. Such
projections are made here on the basis of current and past

trends as well as physical and practical limits governing the

design of sur7h vehicles.

Synthesis of propulsion system options entails not only

estimating feasible technology improvements in both engine

and transmissions, but also the resulting characteristics of

suitable combinations of engines and transmissions. For example,

the two major types of engines--diesel and gas turbine--differ
signiticantly both in basic rotational speed level and in

torque-speed characteristics; it is therefore unduly restrictive

to evaluate the prospects o. both engine types on the assumption

that both use the same transmission, and this is avoided here.

With respect to the individual characteristics of engines and

transmissions, either separately or in c.ombination, which can

be affected by technology improvements-, primary emphasis is

given to five: (1) the specific fuel consumption and/or the

transmission efficiency; (2) the specific weight (weight/output

power); (3) the specific volume (volume/output power); (4) the
specific hardware cost (cost/output power); and (5) the specific

operation and maintenance cost (O&M cost/output power). Although

there are many possible characteristics of interest, it is these

five which have the largest potential impact on any ground

vehicle. Possible improvements in technology are accordingly

assessed in terms of effects on these five characteristics.
A key factor regarding any potential advanced-technology

propulsion system is of course its military payoff, assuming

that the technological goals will be satisfactorily achieved.

This payoff is assessed here in terms of the impact that an

improved propulsion system would have on the cost and weight

4
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of a relevant vehicle with otherwise the same military capa-

bility (i.e., a vehicle with the same payload, mobility, range,

armor protection, etc.). This is accomplished here by means of

a simpl.e veh~icl.e model# developed previously, which relates the

five propulsion system characteristics m~entioned above to the

resulting cost and weight of vehicles. That the payoff measure

is a reduction in cost or weight of a vehicle with unchanged

military capabilty does not mean of course that advanced

technology must be used for these purposes; it could equally

well be used to provide greater vehicle payload for the same

cost or weight, or greater range, or greater armor protection,

etc. Reductions in cost (particularly) are, however, a conven-

ient and accurate measure of payoffs, and they also avoid
questions as to the military worth of increased payload and~

the like.

Identification of the R&D activities needed involves not

only an assessment of those technology areas which need emphasisi

to achieve suitable goals, and a comparison of this assessment

with the current arnd planned R&D program, but also consideration

of the types of programmatic activities (e.g., engine component
development versus engine-transmission technology demonstration)

which seem best suited to produce results which can be used as

a basis for a propulsion-system development decision.

Inevitably, some of the findings which emerge from this
approach are judgmental, and the judgments could perhaps be

made differently. In all cases, however, the bases for the
judgments are stated.



II. FUTURE GROUND VEPICLES

Applications of potential advanced-technology propulsion

systems are of course in vehicles which do not yet exist; hence,

in order to determine the power levels needed, the importance

of propulsion system improvements, and the timing required for

the development of new propulsion systems, it is necessary to

estimate some general characteristics of future ground vehicles.

Such estimates are the subject of the following paragraphs.

A. PROJECTED REQUIREMENTS FOR GROUND VEHICLES
The current and projected inventories of ground vehicles

is an obvious starting point for projecting future vehicle re-

quirements. The Army currently has a bewildering array of dif-
ferent types, makes, and models of ground vehicles, to the
extent that a detailed listing would be somewhat confusing. A

reasonable aggregate representation of inventory levels for

the next few years is as follows (Refs. 1-3*):

Power Approximate
Vehicle (hp) Inventory Level

Tanks 750-1500 15,000

Armored personnel carriers 220-500 17,000

Uther light, armored vehicles 220- 10,000

Self-propelled artillery 400- 3,000

Tactical wheeled vehicles 75-600 400,000

5-ton trucks 240 35,000

2-1/2-ton trucks 210 65,000

Less than 2-1/2-ton 75-100 290,000

No classified material from these references has been used in

this paper.
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Obviously, in both numbers of vehicl.es and total installed

horsepower, ground vehicles with less than 250 hp are dominant.

Major systems now in production are the main battle tank,
Ml, with a projected total buy of about 7,000 vehicles, and

the infantry fighting vehicle and cavalry fighting vehicle, M2

and M3, also with a projected total buy of about 7,000 vehicles.

Current plans (Ref. 2*) indicate that new or modified

vehicles are planned to be introduced as follows:

Year of V
Vehicle First Production

Armored Combat Logistic Support Vehicle 1986

(ACLSV)

Advanced Multipurpose Armor System 1987

Field Artillery Ammo Support Vehicle (FAASV) 1987

Enhanced Self-Propelled Artillery Weapons 1988
System (ESPAWS)

Improved Ml 1988

Improved M2 1989

Recovery Vehicle Family, Improved 1993 '

M1 Follow-On 1994

M2 Follow-On 1994

Advanced Multipurpose Armor System Follow-On 2000

In additior,, procurement of tactical wheeled vehicles continues

at an annual rat.ý of about $300 million.

It should be emphasized, ot course, that these plans are

subject to appreciable departures before the vehicles become a

reality. Nevertheless, it is apparent from the current inventory
levels--assuming that they will remain essentially unchanged

in the tuture--that new ground vehicles will be required in

-a substantial numbers. The precise dates depend upon the expected

No classified material from this reference has been used in
this paper.
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useful life of current vehicles, which depends not only on

their durability, but also on changes in technology and in the

nature of the threat. Unfortunately, as will be discussed

later, these dates can have a large influence on propulsion

system R&D activities.

B. CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUND VEHICLES

1. Classes of Vehicles

From the viewpoint of propulsion systems, it is fortunately

not necessary to make subtle distinctions between types of

vehicles; accordingly, it is convenient to consider vehicle$ in

rather broad classes, wherein vehicle types in each class can

be considered to use propulsion systems of the same power level

and, further, the propulsion system is of about the same relative

level of importance. Four classes of vehicles are examined here:
1. Main Battle Tanks (MBTs). These vehicles are charac-

terized by heavy armor protection, and are typically

in the range of 45-60 tons gross weight.
2. Lightly Armored Combat Vehicles %'LCVs). These vehicles

are characterized by light armor protection, and are

typically in the range of 15-25 tons gross weight.

"'his class will gene-rally include a variety of vehicle

types: armored personnel carriers (e.g., the M113),

fighti~ng vehicles (e.g., the M2 and M3), and various

combat support vehicles (e.g., ammo carriers).

3. Self-Propelled Artillery (SPAS). These vehicles are

also characterized by light armor protection and

:elatively large and heavy payloads, and are typically

in the range of 25-35 tons gross weight.

4. Heavy Trucks. These vehicles are characterized by

no armor protection, they are wheeled, and they are

typically in the range of 10-20 tons gross weight. As

defined here, this class includes trucks of the 2-1/7-

9



and 5-ton variety and excludes all other tactical

wheeled vehicles, such as jeeps.
It is to be noted that only two levels of' armor protection are

considered: (1) light armor protection is assumed to give
(selected) protection against 14.5 and perhaps 23 mm penetrator

rounds, and protection against artillery fragments; (2) heavy
armor protection is assumed to be as much armor as is feasible
within other vehicle constraints. It is also to be noted that

the first three classes of vehicles are generally tracked
vehicles.

The first question to be addressed regards the power levels
and the vehicle specific power (maximum engine power/gross ve-

hicle weight) which will be representative of future vehicles
in these classes. An obvious p-ace to start is with existing

vehicles representative of the classes. Selected characteristi.cs

of such vehicles are shown in Table I (see Appendix A for

sources).

TABLE 1. TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VEHICLE CLASSES

Vehicle Class MBT LCV SPA Truck
Ve h i cle M 1oM 1 31 M2 ro" -M -

Gross weight, 56 60 12.5 24 26 20

tons

Power, hp 750 1500 220 500 405 250

Specific power, 13.4 25 17.6 20.8 15.6 12.5
hp/ton

Vehicle mfg. cost,* 500K 880K lOOK 360K 250K 50K
FY 81 $

Propulsion system 130K 310K -- 90K -- 17K
cost, FY 81 $

Representative -- 15,000--- -- 25,000--- 3,000 35,000
quantity

*Excluding payload costs.
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As might be expected, the trends exhibited by successive vehicles

in the same class (M60, Ml; M113; M2) are the usual military

ones. The newer vehicles have higher specific powers, as

evidenced by the Ml and M2, and, we believe, by the follow-on

to the M109, for which specific power levels of 20 hp/ton have

been mentioned; the newer vehicles tend to be heavier, as
evidenced by the M2 and possibly the follow-on to the M109,

which is presumably in the 35-40 ton range (the main battle

tank is an exception to this trend, since the gross weight is

limited by other considerations to about 60 tons); as a result,

the newer vehicles have substantially higher power levels than

the older ones (by a factor of about 2 or 3). Unfortunately,

these trends seem difficult to extrapolate. A superficial

extrapolation would indicate that, for example, the next main

battle tankc would have a power requirement of about 3000 hp,

and the next LCV would have a power requirement of about 1150

hp. On the other hand, neither the vehicle specific power nor

the power level is determined at the whim of either designersI
or users. Power is expensive, and the specific power which

can be utilized by the vehicle is limited by the amount of

shearing stress various kinds of soil can support. These

subjects are examined below.

2. Relationship Between Vehicle and Propulsion System Charac-

teristics.

A simplified model is used here to determine the impact of
power on vehicle costs, and it is also used subsequently in

determining the impact of potential improvements in propulsion

Systems on the overall weight and cost of vehicles. The model

i.s completely described in Appendix A, but a brief description

of its essential features is in order here.

* The model consists of three parts: vehicle weight, vehicle
manutacturing cost, and vehicle operation and maintenance (Qw&M)

cost. Any vehicle is assumed to consist ot tive elements:

payload, propulsion system, fuel, structure (including armor),



and suspension, the first three being contained within the

armored volume (it any). Structural weight is assumed to be a

linear function of both the weight of the tirst three elements
V and the armored volume. For a fixed payload, the remaining

elements are assumed to be linearly related to appropriate
vehicle performance and design characteristics and to propulsion

system performance characteristics. The net result is that

the weight ot a vehicle with fixed payload and range can be

estimated as a function of vehicle specific power and three

characteristics of the propulsion system: a specific fuel

consumption representative of cruise conditions; the specific

weight (weight/power), and the specific volume (volume/power).

In the first instance, the characteristics of the propulsion

system are based on the useful power delivered (thrust x velocity);

these characteristics can in turn be re-lated to the corresponding

characteristics of the engine and the transmission. As indicated

in Appendix A, the model yields results for gross vehicle

weights which are in reasonable agreement with existing vehicles

and more detailed design methods.

The vehicle manufacturing cost is defined here to consist

ot those nonrecurring and recurring costs associated with the

direct production of the vehicle, excludi.ng payload costs; as
such, these costs do not include a variety ot costs usually in-

cluded in the so-called procuremnent cost (e.g., engineering H

changes, system test and evaluation, data system/project manage-

ment, initial spares and repair parts) which typically are about
an additional 20-25% of the manufacturing cost. The vehicle manu-

facturing cost is assumed to be a simple linear function of the

empty vehicle weight (that is, the gross vehicle weight less

the weights of payload and fuel) and the installed power;

specifically, for armored vehicles

$p = 8000 Wve + 275 Pi

12



for vehicles with diesel engines, andL

a8000 Wv + 310 Pi

[ for vehicles with turbine engines, where Wve is the vehicle
empty weight in tons, and Pi is the maximum engine power in

horsepower. It is to be noted that the coefficient of the power

in the above relations includes not only the direct cost of the

propulsion system but also a power-related cost of the structure

(amounting to $95 per horsepower, as shown in Appendix A);

costs exceed the weight-related costs is in the range of 26-29

horsepower per ton of empty vehicle weight. As indicated in

AppedixA, these simple models provide results which are in

reasonable agreement with both data for existing vehicles and
results from more detailed cost-estimating methods.

Vehicle operation and maintenance costs are defined here to

consist of the costs ot the tuel, the direct costs of maintenance,
includin~g parts and labor, and an appropriate share of the in-

direct costs; the costs do not include the costs of the payload,

crew, and ammunition. These O&M costs are intended to reflect

those O&M costs which can reasonably be expected to be influenced

by propulsion system characteristics and their resultant impact

on the vehicle. Fuel costs are estimated on the basis of pro-

jected vehicle usage, and the remainder of the 0&M costs are

simply assumed to be proportional to the manufacturing cost
(being somewhere between 10% and 20% of the manufacturing cost

on an annual basis). A 20-year life is assumed for all vehicles.

AThe net result is that for a vehicle of a given class with
a specified payload and range, the resulting vehicle weight,

manufacturing cost, and O&M cost can be estimated as a function

of vehicle specif.,c power and propulsion system characteristics.

The primary interest at this point is the impact of increasing
vehicle specific power on vehicle weight and costs, and

13



representative results for two vehicle classes--MBTs and

LCVs--are shown in Fig. 1. In both cases, the payload weight

and volume have been assumed equal to those in the current

vehicles (the Ml as the MBT and the M2 as the LCV), and thei characteristics of the propulsion systems are assumed to be
those in the current vehicles. The interpretation of Fig. 1
is then that it portrays the weight and manufacturing cost of
vehic.les (for each class) with the same payload, range, and

armor protection characteristics, and which differ only in

specific power.

The results in Fig. 1 display the price--in terms of both

vehicle weight and manufacturing cost--of increasing vehicle
specific power.* The results suggest that the specific power of

armored vehicles may be limited by cost considerations; to the

extent that vehicle manufacturing cost is indicative of the
costs, it is obvious that the incremental military value of
increased specific power will have to increase continuously to

offset the increased costs involved.
Vehicle manufacturing cost is but one element of costs; a

more complete picture of the cost is obtained by estimating
the system life cycle cost as a function of vehicle specific

power, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, the system life cycle cost in-

cludes the vehicle manufacturing cost, the vehicle O&M costs
f or 20 years, the manufacturing cost of the payload, and all

other operating and support costs associated with the system for
every active vehicle (the latter costs amount to $3.3 million

tor MBTs and $1.8 million for LCVs, as indicated in Appendix A).

*I is pointed out that two approximations used in the model
tend to make the curves in Fig. 1 somewhat "steeper" than may
actually be the case. The first is the assumption that armor
weight -armored volume, whereas a pure g~eometric scale would
indicate armor weight - (armored volume)2/3 the second is the
assumption that propulsion system characteristics are indepen-
dent of power level, whereas, particularly in gas-turbine engines
at the lower power levels ot interest here, these character-
istics do improve somewhat as the power level increases.

14
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Two results are shown in Fig. 2: one on the assumption that all
vehicles purchased will be active, and the other on the assump-!

tion that 50% of the vehicles purchased will be active vehicles;
the latter is more representative of current plans for the M1
and M2/3. These results contain the same suggestion as the
previous ones: unless the incremental military value of higher

specific power continuously increases, the specific power of L
armored vehicles will be limited by the attendant increased
costs. To complete the picture, some assessment of the military

value of increased specific power is needed.

C. MOBILITY AND SURVIVABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
1. Ground Limits

The primary value of increased vehicle specific power is

in the improved off-road performance obtained in the vehicle:

greater acceleration and hill-climbing capabilities. These
capabilities are in turn limited to some extent by the properties

of the soil.
A basic feature of the interaction between a track (or a

wheel) and a soil at the track-soil interface is that there is

a limit to the shearing stress the soil can resist, which
depends upon the properties of the soil, the ground pressure

(vehicle weight/ground contact area), and the geometry of the
track. This in turn limits the propulsive force a track can
develop.

An analysis of these limits is presented in Appendix B; the
essential results are shown in Fig. 3. Here the acceleration
capabilities of 20- and 60-ton tracked vehicles are shown for
two types of soils, in terms of level ground acceleration
(right-hand scale) or normalized power available (left-hand

scale) as a function of normalized sprocket power (sprocket

power is the power supplied to the track). Normalized power
(hp/ton/mph) is used here for convenience in inferring vehicle

17 I..'. i;'
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specific power; in reality, it is a force per unit mass, or an
acceleration, e.g.

F - 375 Wv

where F is in pounds and Wv is the vehicle gross weight in tons.
Thus, for example, a normalized acceleration power of 2 hp/ton/mph

for a 60-ton vehicle means that a force of 45,000 lb in excess
of that required to overcome drag is developed in the soil.

The message contained in Fig. 3 is that the acceleration

capability of a vehicle is limited by inherent properties of the
soil; the more-or-less horizontal portions of the curves in
Fig. 3 indicate a region where any increase in sprocket power
is consumed by throwing the soil around (via spinning of the
tracks), rather than in providing any increase in acceleration
capability. The corollary is that the vehicle specific power
which is useful depends upon the speed at which it is to be

used. For example, in sand--a good soil for traction pur-

poses--it is evident from Fig. 3 that a tracked vehicle cannot
use more than about 4 hp/ton/mph at the sprocket; thus if

maximum acceleration capability is needed at 20 mph, say,
then 80 hp/ton could be used, or at 10 mph, 40 hp/ton, and so

on. Similarly, in agricultural soil--a not-so-good soil for ij
traction purposes, a vehicle cannot use more than about 2
hp/ton/mph at the sprocket, which leads to useful specific

power levels that are 50% lower than those in sand.
A better portrayal of the significance of such specific

power limits is obtained by converting the acceleration capa-

bilities shown in Fig. 3 to vehicle time-to-distance character-
istics. These are shown in Fig. 4,* in terms of the time required

*These time-to-distance characteristi'-s have been obtained with
the assumptions that maximum engine power is developed instan-
taneously and is maintained throughout the acceleration, and
that 20% of the resulting power (continued on page 21)
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for an ideal vehicle to trave'L 300 feet, from a standing start.
Results for two cases are shown. The first is based on the as-

sumption that there are no limits on maximum vehicle speed, and
the second is based on the assumption that the maximum vehicle

speed is limited to 20 mph. It seems obvious from these results
that, to the extent that time to 300 feet is a measure of

military value, the incremental benefits of vehicle specific
powers much in excess of 15-25 hp/ton at the sprocket are small

indeed.
The shape of the curves in Fig. 4 would of course be dif-

ferent for different situations. The time to move greater

distances at unlimited maximum speeds, or the time required to

climb steep slopes at maximum sustainable speeds would show
greater benefits for higher specific powers. Hlowever, it seems

rational to suppose that, as a comparison of Figs. 3 and 4
indicates, acceleration cap~bility is mest useful at low vehicle

speeds. Figure 4 is accordingly considered as reasonably repre-
sentative of the utility of increased specific power.

2. Mobility Performance Versus Cost
The preceding results for the costs and acceleration capa-

bility of tracked vehicles can be combined to yield versions of

cost-performance relationships for tracked vehic'es, as shownI
in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 portrays vehicle manufacturing
cost, and Fig. 6 portrays a system life cycle cost (per vehicle).

It should be pointed out that the parameter is now maximum

engine power per ton of vehicle; in current vehicles the ratio

of maximum sprocket power to maximum engine power is about 0.68.

*(continued from page 19) available for acceleration is needed
to accelerate the rotating components of the drive train
(Appendix B). In reality, of course, engine power is not de-
veloped instantaneously and varies throughout a vehicle
acceleration due to discrete gear shifts, to an extent deter-
mined by the detailed characteristics of the transmission and
the torque-speed characteristics of the engine. Although these
details are important design considerations, they do not affect
the conclusion made here.
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An inescapable inference from either Fig. 5 or Fig. 6 is

that it will be exceedingly difficult to justify a vehicle

I-..

specific power of more than 25 hp/ton in main battle tanks and

more than 30 hp/ton in lightly armored combat vehicles.

3. Current and Previous Studies on the Value of Mobility

As is evident from the foregoing, a key issue in determin-

ing useful limits on specific vehicle power is the military
value of increased mobility.* Although we consider the analysis

presented here to be adequately persuasive regarding the limits
of specific power which will ultimately be found to be cost-

effective, it is obvious that others could perhaps judge other

situations differently. In this context, it should be pointed

out that within the last decade, at least three major experi-

mental efforts have been undertaken which included as a primary

objective the determination of the military value of increased

specific power (Ref. 4), and a few remarks on these efforts

are perhaps in order.
The three efforts involved tests carried out in 1975 and

1976 on several vehicles, including Swedish S-tanks, (the

S-Tank.Agility/Survivability 'STAGS) tests]; tests carried out
in 1977 on a Chevrolet El Camino truck; and the current Armored

Combat Vehicle Technology (ACVT) program which involves two

vehicles: the High Mobility/Agility (HIMAG) vehicle and the

High Survivability Test Vehicle-Lightweight (HSTV-L) vehicle.

One phase of all of these efforts has been to operate the test

vehicles over prescribed, representative terrain courses and

maneuvers, and simultaneously have gunners and/or missile

launchers endeavor to acquire and simulate fire at the vehicles,

while recording both the mobility characteristics of the vehicle

and the results of the simulated firing exercise.

*The term "mobility" is used here to describe either the ability
of a vehicle to negotiate terrain at more or less a sustained
speed or its ability to accelerate; sometimes only the former
capability is referred to as mobility, with the latter capa-
bility referred to as agility.
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Perhaps the analysis of these data that is most relevant

to the purposes here is one of the possible tradeoffs between

armor and mo~"bility (Ref. -q*). Based primarily on STAGS data,

the analysis endeavored to determin~e the change in survivability
- Iof var-ious generic vehicles of Afixed power level as armor pro-

tection was added (thereby decreasing the specific power). The

analysis included: (1) a determination of average vehicle

speed as a function of specific power which, as it happens, is

in close agreement with those implied by the unlimited maximu.m

speed results shown in Fig. 4; (2) a determination of hit

probability as a function of average vehicl~e speed and size;

and (3) the conditional kill probability as a function of in-

creased armor protection (not based on the field data). The

entire analysis was based on the assumption of on~e type of anti-

tank round. The major results indicated that, starting fromI
a vehi.-le weight of 2C tons, increases in armtor protection were
more than offset by decreases in mobility until weights inI
excess of about 40-50 tons were reached; that is, additional

armor decreased survivability. Such a result was not unexpected,

inasmuch as the assumed antitank round neacessitated a large

increase in armor to affect the conditional kill probability

significantly. Although the analysis was not specifically
aimed at deducing the benefits of increased specific power,

interpolation of the results indicates that doubling the speci-

fic power from 20 to 40 hp/ton increased survivability about

10%--a result which would not be inconsistent with the analysis

used in this report. The more important point, perhaps, is

that any analysis of such data will portray the value of in-

creased specific power subject to important constraints about

which judgments will have to be made. That is, it seems reason-

able to assume that situations can be analyzed which wil~l show

virtually any value of specific power to have large benefits,

and the judgment to be made will be to what extent the situation

analyzed is likely to be encountered by an armored vehicle in

No classified material from thi~s reference has been used in
this paper.
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combat (e.g., how representative are the soils and soil condi-

tions, terrain features, tactics, enemy weapons, etc.?).

The current ACVT program is presumably addressing these

matters with considerable thoroughness, and the results ac-
cordingly should be quite useful. Unfortunately, we have as yet

not been able to obtain any results from the program.

4. Concluding Remarks

By way of summary, the preceding discussion involves some

reasonable inferences regarding power requirements for futi:re

armored vehicles:

1. For main battle tanks, the specific power is unlikely

to be greater than 25 hp/ton (which is the level of

the Ml). Inasmuch as MBTs are practically limited

to weights less than 6G tons, this implies that future

maximum power requirements will be less than 1500

horsepower. Further, there is cf course some doubt

as to the size of future "ma'in battle tanks"; a current

tendency is to believe they will be smaller--perhaps

of the order of 45 tons or less. So it is possible

that power requirements could be considerably less

than 1500 horsepower; for example, a 45-ton vehicle

at 25 hp/ton would require 1125 horsepower.

2. For lightly armored combat vehicles, the requirement

for specific power is unlikely to be greater than ZL

hp/ton (50% greater than the current M2/M3). Given

the c:lrrent tendency of considering smaller vehicles,

it seems reasonable to suppose that future LCVs will

not exceed about 30 tons; this implies a maxim".'n
requirement of about 900 hp. Future LCVs could be

substantially lighter; a 16-ton vehicle (which would

be transportable by helicopter) at 30 hp/ton might be

possible, in which case the power requirement would

be 480 hp.
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It should be pointed out that these observations are at

variance with some previous efforts aimed at identifying future

armored combat vehicles and their power requirements (e.g.,

Refs. 6-8*). Specific power requirements of future vehicles

are conjectured to be in the range of 35-50 hp/ton, and conse-

quently the power requirements for future vehicles tend to be

about 50% larger than indicated by the present analysis.

D. PROJECTED REQUIREMENTS FOR GROUND-VEHICLE PROPULSION SYSTEMS

The previous information regarding the projected nature

and timing of future vehicles, and their powering requirements,

can be combined to produce a reasonably representative picture

of p~tential needs for new propulsion systems, as shown in

Table 2. In broad terms, the power levels which appear probable

are in the range of 500-900 hp for LCVs and SPAs (on the basis

that the quantity and nature of SPAs are such that a new propul-

sion system development would not be justified specifically for

these vehicles), 1000-1500 hp for MBTs, and less than 400 hp

for trucks.

TABLE 2. POTENTIAL NEEDS FOR NEW PROPULSION SYSTEMS

Year of

Vehicle Application Power Level First Production

MBTs
M1 Retrofit 1500? 1988
New MBT 1000-1500 1994

LCVs
MM Retrofit •5750 1989 I
New IFV/CFV 500-900 1994
Advanced Multipurpose •600 2000

Armor System

SPA
Timproved M109 Same range 1988
ESPAWS as LCV 1988

Trucks
ton, 2-1/2-ton •400 Anytime

No classified material from these references has been used
in this paper.
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The first-production dates shown in Table 2 represent the

earliest dates for which there is some documentation; such dates
are of course subject to considerable variation, both in present

forecasts and eventual reality. Nevertheless, these dates do
define a problem with respect to new propulsion systems.
Engineering development of a new propulsion system must typically
precede first-production dates by about 5-7 years; as indicated
in Table 2, initial production of major new systems is currently
forecast to be as early as 1994 (new MBT and new IFV/CFV).
Accordingly, the implication is that any improved propulsion
system technology must be demonstrated to an extent sufficient
to provide confidence for development in the 1987-89 time
period. As will be discussed subsequently, this does not
allow ample time for the required technology-base activitiesH to be completed.

E. POTENTIAL LEVERAGE OF PROPULSION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

LI A final question that needs to be addressed is with regard
to the propulsion system characteristics, which, if improved, *
will have the most impact on future vehicles.' Some apprecia-
tion of the relative importance of various propulsion system
characteristics in typical vehicles can be gained from the
weight and volume distributions of the vehicles.

Such distributions are shown in Table 3. In MBTs, the
propulsion system plus fuel amounts to 12% of the weight and
40% of the interior volume; in LCVs, 17% of the weight and 27%
of the volume; in trucks, 12% of the weight. Reasonable infer-
ences would be that reductions in propulsion system specific
volume and fuel consumption would offer the largest improvements

in main battle tanks, that reductions in propulsion system

specific weight and specific volume would probably yield
similar benefits in LCVs, and that reductions in propulsion
system specific weight would offer the most benefit in t-rucks.

On a broader scale, improvements in propulsion systems for
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MBTs would seem to have the highest leverage, followed by LCVs,

and then trucks.

TABLE 3. TYPICAL WEIGHT AND VOLUME DISTRIBUTIONS OF
GROUND VEHICLES

L
MST LCV Truck

Interior Interior )
Weight Volume weight - Volume Weight

Tons _ ft_3_ Tons % _t3 _ Tons

Structure 32.5 54.6 .. .. 7.9 32.9 -- 3.7 18.S

Suspension 10.9 18.4 S. 5.3 22.0 4.0 20.0

Propulsion 5.3 9.0 171 28.7 3.4 14.1 108 21.6 2.0 10.2

Fuel 1.8 3.0 68 11.0 0.8 3.3 26 5.2 0.3 1.5

Payload 8.9 14.9 374 60.3 6,6 27.7 366 73.2 10.0 50.0

TOTAL 59.4 100.0 620 100.0 24.0 100.0 so0 I00. 20.0 100.0

These inferences can be made more quantitative by means of

the simplified model described in Section II-B-2 and Appendix A,

with the results shown in Table 4, Here the results are shown

in the form of sensitivity factors, defined as the ratio of the

fractional change in vehicle cost or weight to fractional changes

in propulsior sysi. characteristics; thus, for example, Table

4 indicates that 4 10% reduction in specific fuel consumption

will produce a 2.6% reduction in the cost and a 2.0% reduction

in the weight of a main battle tank. The costs are the vehicle

life-cycle costs de ed previously, and the overall character-

istics of the propu..Lsion system are based on output power (that

is, the power delivered to the tracks or wheels).

The results in Table 4 indicate that for MBTs all propulsion

system characteristics have about equal leverage (with the ex-

ception of procurement cost); in particular, contrary to intui-

tion, the specific volume is not the dominant characteristic.

This is simply because some structure is required to support the
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weight of the propulsion system whether armor protection is

desired or not, and the resulting combination must be supported

by the suspension system.

TABLE 4. SENSITIVITY OF VEHICLE LIFE-CYCLE COSTS AND WEIGHTS
TO OVERALL PROPULSION-SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS I.,

30 hp/ton
MBT LCV LCV Trunk

L$__t W cost w!2fiT cost cost w.e i

Specific fuel consumption .26 .20 .15 .10 .13 .71 .25

Specific weight .27 .25 .43 .36 .73 .32 .22

Specific volume .29 .27 .10 .08 .17

Procurement cost .12 -- 11 .12 .06

09M Cost .23 - .21 -- .24 .23 I
TOTL 1.17 .72 1.00 .54 1.44 .71 .25

For the current LCV, on the other hand, the specific weight.A

is by far the most dominant propulsion system characteristic.

This is in part due to the lightly armored nature of the vehicle,

and in part due to the fact that the sensitivity factors are

based on the current propulsion system characteristics; the

current propulsion system in the M2 and M3 is quite heavy (e.g., j

its weight is about 65% of that of the M1, but it produces only

one-third as much power). Results are also shown in Table 4

for an LCV with a specific power of 30 hp/ton, but with the
3ame payload, armor, and range as the current M2; these results

illustrate the familiar theme that more stringent vehicle re-
quirements result in greater payoffs for propulsion system

improvements.

The totals indicated in Table 1 can be interpreted as the

impact on the vehicle resulting from equal fractional improve-

ments in each characteristic listed. Thus, for example, a 10%
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improvement in each of the five characteristics will yield a L
reductiou of 11.7% in vehicle life-cycle cost of a main battle V
tank. It is evident that with respect to existing vehiclas, V
propulsion system improvements have greatest leverage in the MBT

application, followed by the LCV, and then the truck; a hypo-
thetical high-specific-power (30 hp/ton) LCV offers the greatest
leverage of all. To provide some perspective on the absolute
numbers, a 30% improvement in vehicle life-cycle cost represents
about $225,000 per vehicle for an MBT, $85,000 per vehicle for
the current LCV, and $28,500 per vehicle for a 5-ton truck.
Considering the various fleet sizes, it is obvious that rela-

tively modest improvements in propulsion system characteristics
can have large payoffs.

The potential impact of individual characteristics of en-
gines and transmissions (as opposed to those for the propulsion

systems as a whole) can be readily obtained from the sensitivi-
ties shown in Table 4, giving the results shown in Table 5.

A few observations worth making, in the context of desirable
SR&D directions, are:

1. Transmission efficiency is by far the most influential
characteristic in all vehicles. This is simply because,

for the same power delivered to the sprockets or wheels,
it affects the power level required of the engine. Cb-
viously, if improvements appear possible, they should
be pursued.

2. In MBTs, engine sfc is the next most influential char-
acteristic; again, this is with reference to the exist-
ing AGT-1500 gas-turbine engine.

3. In LCVs, engine and transmission specific weight are

the most influential characteristics (other than
transmission efficiency).

4. In trucks, the engine specific weight is the next most
influential characteristic; again, this is with
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reference to the existing NHC-250 engine, which is

quite heavy.
Finally, as observed previously, it is apparent that rather

modest improvements in these individual characteristics will

produce high vehicle payoffs.
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III. ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM OPTIONS

The preceding analysis enables a reasonable forecast to

be made of the requirements for future propulsion systems for

ground vehicles in terms of both power levels needed for various

classes of vehicles and those propulsion system characteristics

which have the most leverage on potential payoffs. An assess-

ment of technological possibilities for improvements in the

relevant propulsion systems then permits an evaluation of poten-

tial payoffs for various kinds of propulsion systems, and the

formulation of some rationally based technological goals; such

an assessment is the subject here.

As indicated previously, there is a requirement for a

large number of propulsion systems for tactical wheeled vehicles

with power levels less than 400 hp. Unlike many other high-

performance military vehicle applications, there is a large

commercial market--both domestic and foreign--for vehicular
propulsion systems in this power range (for trucks and of f-

highway vehicles at the higher power levels, and for auto-

mobiles at the lower power levels). Thus, there is no doubt

that relatively modern vehicular propulsion systems in thisA

power range will always be available from purely commercialA

sources. The question then becomes one of what kind of payoffs

a military R&D program aimed at propulsion systems in this power

range could offer as compared to commercially available engines,

and we think that the answer is: not much, for at least two

reasons. First, the relative leverage of the propulsion system

on the cost or weight of the vehicle is not as great as for

armored vehicles, and second, the important commercial chara-

cteristics of specific fuel consumption, manufacturing cost,
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and O&M cost are also important military characteristics.
Although commercial systems can be expected to Compromise these

characteristics somewhat for the purpose of emission control,
it seems unlikely that a specific military development will
offer large advantages in payoffs over commercially available

systems. There are of course some advantages, more difficult
to quantify, which could accrue to military engines in this

power range; two of the most important would appear to be more
uniformity in makes and models and a wider fuel tolerance in
the engines. Still, policy changes in commercial system acqui-
sition could produce the former also. On balance, then, it
appears that there is little to be sacrificed by relying on
commercial propulsion systems for tactical wheeled vehicles,
and there is no further consideration here of systems in this
power range.

Accordingly, the emphasis is on propulsion systems for
armored vehicles in the power range of 500-1500 hp. Although
these systems must be ultimately treated as whole systems, the
following assessment of potential technology improvements is,
for convenience, organized in terms of the major elements:

fuels, engines, and transmissions. 1
A. FUELS

1. Introduction
The question to be addressed here is to what extent the

developing restrictions on the avail&"ility and qualitl of
petroleum fuels* impact R&D on power trains for Army combat
vehicles. There are two aspects to this problem. One relates
to the desirability of broadening military fuel specifications
(mil specs) in order to ensure easier supply in "normal" situa-
tions, and the other relates to the need for multifuel capability

*hPetroleum fuels" are those made from natural crudes as distinct
from "synfuels," which are made from oil shale, tar sands or coal.
"Liquid hydrocarbons" include both petroleum fuels and synfuels.
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to meet emergency situations when military specification fuels

may not be available.

It is assumed that liquid hydrocarbons are the only viable

fuels-for Army ground vehicles. Various studies have shown

that alternate fuels are not attractive for military use in

ground vehicles. Even in the less-damanding civil arena viable

alternative fuels for ground transportation have not yet been

K -found, and it appears that liquid hydrocarbons will continue

to be the primary fuels Afor the foreseeable future.
2. Normal Supply Situations

By normal supply is meant a situation where there are no

restricted (i.e., embargoed) sources of supply of fuels. In

the short term the rise in crude prices has brought new types

of crudes into the market. Many of these are heavy, sour

crudes with unusual kinds of contaminants. It is a refinery

problem to produce from these crudes products to meet existing

specifications. On the other hand, since the commercial market
does not have such tight specifications as the Army does, it may

be advisable to consider broadening the milspecs so as not to

restrict the sources of supply unnecessarily. This is a question

to be addressed in the Army Fuels R&D Program.
In the longer run, it is clear that syncrudes (i.e., crudes

from shale oil, tar sands or coal) are projected to come intoI

greater use in the next 10 to 15 years. Certainly this time

scale is well within the lifetime of any new Army engine. The
extent to which these changes will affect the refinery outputs

is therefore also a matter of concern. Current studies are

being done by all the Services to monitor this problem and f

decide what fuel specs are acceptable. The problem exists, of
course, also for civilian users of diesel and turbine engine

fuels, so there is considerable pressure to solve in the refinery

any problems connected with changes in available crudes and

hence to avoid a requirement for engine modifications.
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3. Emergency Situations

The other fuel problem, which is related to emergency use

for non-spec fuels, is commonly referred to the engine designer

as a need for multifuel capability. This requirement has

received a great deal of attention since the oil embargo of

1973, but in fact it has been an Army interest at least since

World War II. The significant question to be addressed here

is how wide a range of fuel options should be included in

multifuel capability for future Army combat vehicles. This

question was treated in a previous IDA study (Ref. 9) with the

following results. It was found convenient in that study to
consider multifuel capability in two ranges- a narrower range

that would allow use of civilian fuels of equivalent distillate

range but not meeting other military specs (e.g., freezing

point or cold start), and a wider range that would permit use

of fuels of different distillate ranges (e.g., gasoline and
diesel fuel, or diesel fuel and residual oils) in the same

engine. It was found that, if engines are to be multifuel in

the narrower sense, then there is little impact on the basic

engine design. There may, however, be a need to add fuel or

intake heaters or fuel valve adjustments to accommodate off-spec
fuels without degrading performance below requirements. On

the other hand, if the broader sense of multifuel capability

is required (i.e., the ability to use fuels from different

distillate ranges), then major engine redesign is necessary.
In fact, such a specification should be made at the outset of

the engine development. The report referenced above also

examined the relative benefits of the narrower and wider ranges

of multifuel capability in conceivable emergency situations.
It was concluded that the narrower range of multifuel capability

had a tremendous impact on broadening emergency fuel availability

for ground vehicles, and the further gain by going to the
wider capability was not worth its cost. A basic reason for
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this conclusion is the very large* commercial market in middle

distillate fuels which are usable in diesel or gas turbine

engines with the narrower range of multifuel capability defined

above. Since there does not appear to be any viable fuel

option other than liquid hydrocarbons, it is expected that

this market will continue indefinitely even if it is eventually
supported largely by syncrudes.
4. Conclusions

The conclusion, insofar as fuels themselves are concerned,

is a continuing need to monitor the possible changes in refinery

products due to changes in natural crudes and also the e'entual
introduction of syncrudes. Associated R&D should be done to
evaluate the impact of changes on engine performance and O&M*
costs. The possible gains in availability and cost of milspec

fuels that may be attained by relaxing the specifications should

also be investigated.

The conclusion, insofar as the impact of fuel requirements

on engine development is concerned, is that the major factor to .
be considered is th-e need for multifuel capability. As pointed

out above, only the narrower, middle distillate multifuel

capability is needed to reap most of the benefits. This does

not have an impact on the basic engine design in diesels or

gas turbines but may affect auxiliary systems. F'or example,
fuel systems need to be able to accommodate the appropriate

viscosity range, and fuel or oil heaters may be needed to meet

cold start and minimum temperature operating requirements.

It is easier to supply these capabilities during the engine

development than as a retrofit. Hience the desirable distillate

range should be specified early.

*Compared to any conceivable military demand. Currently it is
about 30 times the military usage and constitutes 40-50% of
petroleum fuels production. Thus, going to the wider multi-
fuel capability adds little benefit in availability of supplies.
Even if only crudes were available, they could be easily con-
verted to middle distillates in portable refineries (see Ref. 9).
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B. ENGINES

The interaction of an engine and a transmission in a vehicle

causes sonte difficulties in treating one element in isolation

from the other. The most pronounced difficulty is perhaps in
characterizing the usable power-producing capabilities of an

engine. The capabilities are characterized here by the maximum

power of an engine, although it is realized that the useful

power developed by an engine depends also upon other engine char-
acteristics, the transmission characteristics, and the specific

vehicle maneuver. For example, in a maximum acceleration from
a standing btart, the average power produced by an engine will

be less than its maximum power to an extent determined largely

by its torque-speed characteristics and the number of gear ratios

in the transmission--for engines with the same maximum power,
those for which the torque-speed characteristics are such that

the power produced drops rapidly with decreasing engine speed,

operating in conjunction witn transmissions with few gear ratios
will produce less average power than those with more favorable
torque-speed characteristics operating in conjunction with trans-

missions with a greater number of gear ratios. Although these

matters are of obvious importance in considering specific

vehicle installations, we feel that maximum engine power is an
adequate characterization for the more general comparisons of-

interest here.

1. Diesel Engines

The characteristics of some representative modern diesel

engines for military applications are shown in Table 6, as

compiled from various sources (Refs. 10-14). All of these
engines are intended for, or are being used in, armored vehicles;

in particular, the AVCR-1360 was intended for the Ml, and the

VTA903 is the engine in the M2/3. All of the engines except

the AVCR-1360 are water-cooled, and the characteristics shown
refer to the engine without the cooling system; thus, the

weight and volume of the AVCR-1360 are not directly comparable
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to the others. In detail, the engines have remarkably little

similarity (except within families); for the purpose of providing

a starting point for an assessment of possible technology

improvements, however, two observations are pertinent. First,

I, within the power range of interest, there is a tendency for

lower power engines to have somewhat inferior weight and volume
characteristics; both the MTU and Rolls-Royce engines exhibit

such a trend. Unfortunately, it is not clear how much of this

effect is due to the fact that the engines are members of a

family, rather than specific designs for individual power

levels. Second, the AVCR--1360 can be considered to be represen-

tative of current diesel engine technclogy, but the VTA903

cannot. For example, a reasonable estimate of the result of
halving the number of cylinders in the AVCR-1360 would be a

750 hp engine with a weighit of perhaps 2800 lb; miking allowances

for the cooling system required for the VTA903 (C.8 to 1 lb/hp),

its weight would also be about 2800 lb but with an output of

500 hp rather than 750 hp. Thus, the technology level from

which to begin is represented by the AVCR-1360.4

The physical origins of potential improvements--or poten-

tial limitations--in diesel engines provide the basis for

assessing magnitudes of possible improvements, and these physical

origins can be described in many ways. One' such description

is as follows.

From a purely thermodynamic standpoint, peak cylinder

pressures and air-fuel ratios essentially dictate performance.

Higher peak cylinder pressures produce higher power outputs and

slightly higher efficiencies; peak cylinder pressures are cur-

rently in the range of 2000 psi. Lower air-fuel ratios produce
higher power outputs and slightly lower efficiencies and are

currently equivalent to about 50% excess air, being limited by

mixing and combustion processes within the cylinder. The

benef its of improving either peak cylinder pressures or air-

fuel ratios are generally limited.
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T sower output of a diesel can be increased, of course, by
increasing the volumetric flow rate for a given displacement;

this can be accomplished by either reducing cylinder size or
increasing piston speed. That is, the volumetric flow rate per

cylinder is proportional to (linear dimension)2 x piston speed,
while the displacement per cylinder is proportional to (linear

dimension) 3 . To maintain constant relative velocities of

both mechanical parts and gas flows and hence, to first order,

constant fractional losses, piston speed must be constant;

thus, for geometric scaling, both the volumetric flow per unit

displacement and the rotational speed are inversely proportional

to the linear dimension. As cylinder size is decreased, the
increase in rpm complicates the mixing and combustion processes,

lower Reynolds numbers increase the losses, and mechanical

complexity increases; these effects have led to an empirically

observed optimum cylinder size in the range of 60-100 in.
(Ref. 15), corresponding to 20-30 hp/cylinder for naturally

aspirated engines. The other way of increasing volumetric

flow rate--increasing piston speeds--tends to increase both

the losses and the mechanical loads; current piston speeds are

limited to about 2600 fpm, although old aircraft diesels have

operated with piston speeds in excess of 3000 fpm.

Historically, the most effective way of increasing the

specific power of diesels has been through turbocharging: in-

creasing the inlet pressure and density by means of a compressor

driven by an exhaust-gas turbine. Two factors currently limit
the amount of turbocharging which can be accomplished. As

turbocharging is increased, either the maximum cylinder pressure
must be increased, which leads to increased stresses, or the

compression ratio of the diesel must be reduced; the drop in
compression ratio has a slight adverse effect on the efficiency,

but more importantly it makes the engine difficult to start.
This difficulty has been overcome to some extent by the use of

variable-compression-ratio diesels (namely, the AVCR-1360), in
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which the compression ratio is high at starting conditions and

low at full-load conditions. A newer idea addressing the same

problems is the so-calldd hyperbar system, which uses a gas-

turbine-like combustor placed before the exhaust-gas turbine;

this system also permits the intake manifold conditions to be

maintained at lower loads, thus improving the response of thcý

turbocharged system. The other factor limiting the amount of

turbocharging is the thermal load on the cylinder; as turbo-

charging is increased, the power generated per unit surface

area increases, and the necessary cooling becomes more difficult

to accomplish. As a result, current turbocharging levels do

- I not exceed boost pressures of about 4 atmospheres, and thermal

loadings do not exceed about 6 hp/in2.

Finally, a diesel engine typically rejects about 30% of

the fuel energy to the cooling medium, which exacts a large

penalty in performance: typically, 20 to 25% of the weight

and perhaps 30-40% of the volume of a diesel-engine installa-

tion is devoted to the cooling system, and 10% of the gross

engine power output is required by the cooling system. This

has led to recent efforts to eliminate the cooling system by

means of so-called adiabatic operation, and it requires that

the material temperature capabilities be increased substantially.
Eliminating, or sharply reducing, the heat transfer losses i

from the cylinder does not have a dramatic effect on the engine

efficiency; the absence of heat transfer to a cooling medium

results largely in an increased temperature of the exhaust

gases. This increased exhaust-gas energy has reactivated

interest in turbocompounding: extracting as much available

energy as possible from the exhaust gases (more than is needed

to drive the compressor) at the expense of gearing the diesel

and the turbine together.

Various efforts at overcoming these limitations on diesel

engine improvements, or opportunities for improvements, have

been proposed and/or are currently under way. The goals and
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resulting engine characteristics of such efforts are shown in
Table 7, as gathered from several sources (Refs. 14, 16-18).

The uprating of the VTA903 to 1000 hp is currently being

conducted by Cummins with TACOM funding. The elements involved

are (1) increasing cylinder pressures to 2000 psi, (2) increas-

ing piston speed to 2500-2600 fpm (and rpm to 3200), (3) increas-

ing the boost preasure to about 4 atmospheres, and (4) turbo-

compounding. If successful, the resulting engine specific
weight and specific volume (including cooling system) would be

somewhat greater than the AVCR-1360, but the sfc would be
substantially improved.

Uprating of the VHO engine to 1000 hp is currently being
pursued by Teledyne Continental Motors. The VHO series of

engines is distinguished by cylinder pressures of 3000 psi, and
the primary element involved in the current effort is ultimately

increasing boost pressures to the order of 6 or 7 atmospheres.

If successful, the resulting engine specific weight and specific

volume would be roughly comparable to the AVCR-1360, with a some-
what better specific fuel consumption.

The adiabatic engine is being pursued by Cummins with
TACOM funding. The major elements involved are the elimination

cf the cooling system by means of the use of high-temperature

materials, and turbocompounding. The "near adiabatic" is based

on the modification of the current NHC-250 engine,* and the more
mature version is presumably based on some unspecified new

design. The current and previous efforts appear to have
emphasized the use of ceramic materials in the cylinder and

* piston, although some efforts using high-temperature metallic

materials (superalloys) also have been mentioned. If successful,

*More recently, TACOM proposed to base an adiabatic engine on
a new Cummins engine, the LIO (10-liter displacement). This
would result in a substantial improvement in specific weight
and volume, as compared to the NHC-250.
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'4..

it is quite obvious that an adiabatic engine represents a
significant advance in diesel-engine performance.

The "advanced diesel" is a speculation synthesized here

, as a representative example of reasonable objectives for a

quasi-adiabatic, metallic diesel. The major elements include

(1) scaling down the cylinder size of the AVCR-1360 by a

factor of two, (2) increasing the piston speed to about 2600

fpm, (3) significant reduction in cooling requirements, and K
(4) turbocompounding. The rationale is that the reduced heat

loss and higher metal temperatures in the cylinder will alleviate

combustion and heat loss difficulties associated with the smaller

cylinder; the piston speed and boost level are at the limit of

the current state of the art. With a cooling system of perhaps
0.5 lb/hp, this would represent an engine with specific weight

and specific volume of perhaps 25% less than the AVCR-1360,

and a somewhat improved specific fuel consumption. The "proposed

aircraft diesel" (from Ref. 18) is a two-stroke, adiabatic,
hyperbar configuration, and the proposed characteristics in

terms of piston speed, thermal loading, etc., are in the ranges

"of those suggested for the advanced diesel.

In detail, there are of course many other diesel-engine

alternatives which could be synthesized, representing somewhat

different design choices. The basic point, however, is that
significant improvements in performance appear possible (with,

to be sure, some uncertainty) in diesel engines by means of

(1) large reductions in the heat rejection rate, (2) high

levels of turbocharging, (3) high piston speeds and rotational

speeds, and (4) turbocompounding.

The bottom line here is the payoff to the relevant vehicles

and, to this end, the engine characteristics as installed in

"tthe vehicles are of interest. Such estimates are shown in

Table 8, as compared to the existing installations in the Ml

"and the M2/M3. These characteristics are based on total instal-

lation weights and volumes, and on the basis of power delivered
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to the transmission (including the power necessary to cool the
transmission). Specifically, it has been assumed that 8% of

the gross engine power is required to cool conventional engines,

4% to cool the advanced diesel, and none at all to cool the

adiabatic engines.* The specific fuel consumption is also

(taken as representative of the duty cycle). The differences

in manufacturing and O&M costs are rather crude estimates of the

differen~es likely to be encountered between engines derived

from a commercial engine and new, purely military engines. It

can be observed that the installed characteristics of the ad-
vanced engines are also substantially better than the VTA903

in the M2, but less so for the AGT1500 in the Ml; in the latter

case, of course, the largest difference is in specifi(, fuel

consumption.

2. Gas-Turbine Engines

Gas-turbine engines are not widely used in. vehicular ap-

plications, either military or civilian. The vehicular turbine

which is probably the most widely used at present is the Avco-

Lycom~ing AGT1500 in the MI tank; another vehicular turbine

intended for truck use, still in commercial development, is the
Garrett GT6Ol. Characteristics of those two engines, as obtained4

from Refs. 10, 14, 19-21, are shown in Table 9. Both engines

are recuperated engines. A few remarks on some of the other

characteristics are in order.

The specific fuel consumption values shown in Table 9 are

those at 25% of full power; this condition is considered here

to provide a reasonable representation of the fuel consumed
during a typical duty cycle. For turbine engines, in partic-

ular, this is quite im~portant since the part-power fuel consump-

tion tends to degrade rapidly (e.g., the best sfc of the AGTI500

*In actuality, roughly 1% of gross engine power is required for
compartment and fuel cooling, but this will not affect relative
differences between engines.
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is about 0.45 lb/hp-hr). Thus, for the purposes here, it is

the 25% power condition that is of interest; as a practical

matter, the full-power sfc is of virtually no interest at all.
The specific power (power/air flow rate) indicated in Table

9 reflects a basic characteristic of turbine engines which has

received much attention in the Ml program; that is, compared

to diesel engines, current gas turbines require much larger
airflows through the engine (diesel engines typically produce

about 300 hp/lb/sec), and this air must be well filtered to

prevent damage to the engine. This leads to bulky air filtra-

tion systems which, within current design philosophy, are

contained within the armored volume.

TABLE 9. REPRESENTATIVE GAS-TURBINE ENGINES FOR MILITARY
APPLICATIONS

AGT 1500 GT601

Power, hp 1500 550

Cycle pressure ratio 14.5 7:1
Turbine inlet temperature, 'F 2150"F 1900°F

Recuperator effectiveness .72 0.85
Airflow, lb/sec 12 5

Sfc at 25% power, lb/hp-hr 0.60 0.46

Weight, Ib 2500 2200

Volume, ft 3  47 53.6

Specific weight, lb/hp 1.67 4.0

Specific volume, ft 3 /hp .031 .097

Specific power, hp/lb/sec 125 110

It should further be noted that tile characteristics shown

in Table 9 illustrate the difficulty of comparing engines of per-
haps not dissimilar state-of-the-art technological levels, but

of certainly different power levels and containing different de-

sign choices. There is a well-known tendency for the performance
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of turbine engines in the power range of interest here to
degrade as power level is decreased; these effects of scale do 1

rnot, however, account for the different performance levels of the

AGT1500 and the GT6Ol. By far the largest effect is due to the

ýA different design choices made in the respective engines; specifi-

cally, in the GT6Ol, weight and volume have been sacrificed to

obtain better specific fuel consumption characteristics via ak relatively larger recuperator. This tradeoff between size and

V weight, on the one hand, and specific fuel consumption, on the

other, is always present in any kind of heat engine (a topic

explored at length in Ref. 22), and is particularly evident in

recuperated gas-turbine engines. Thus, despite the differences

in performance between the engines, both are more or less repre-

sentative of current in-use technology in their respective sizes.

The physical origins of, and limitations to, performance

improvements in gas-turbine engines are somewhat easier to

describe than those for diesel engines. The traditional sources

of improvement in gas-turbine engines are the basic thermodynamic

ones of increased maximum temperatures and increased cycle

pressure ratios. Higher temperatures have a large impact on

specific power and further permit the cycle pressure ratio to be

increased to obtain lower specific fuel consumption. Tempera-

-; tures have always been basically limited by materials; currently,

this limit for uncooled operation is in the vicinity of 2000*F,

and the introduction of blade cooling permits maximum tempera-

tures in the range of 2200-2400*F for turbines in the sizes of

interest here. These (high) temperature capabilities have

accounted in large part for the scale effects mentioned above.

In nonrecuperated engines, to take full advantage of high temp-

eratures, high pressure ratios are needed. This in turn produces

small passage sizes and consequent high turbomachinery losses

which are further aggravated by any blade cooling requirements,

so that high pressure ratios cannot be efficiently achieved in

small engines. As a consequence, smaller engines tend to
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operate at lower pressure ratios, with greater component losses,

and at slightly lower temperatures than larger engines. Hence

the performance characteristics of smaller machines, including
part-power performance characteristics, are somewhat poorer

than those of larger machines.

In recuperated engines, however, these effects of scale

are not so marked, for at least two good reasons. First, a more

fundamental requirement than increased pressure ratio in any

gas-turbine engine is an increased temperature before combustion

begins; that is, turbine engines of any type which have the

same value of this temperature also have about the same v-lue

of specific fuel consumption. This temperature can be increased

either by increasing pressure ratio or by adding or increasing

recuperation. rhus, in recuperated engines, the pressure ratios

need not be as high as in nonrecuperated engines; in turn, the

problems associated with smaller passage sizes in smaller engines

are alleviated, and at the same time the component efficiency

levels are of less importance because relatively less power is

handled by the turbomachinery components. Further, the scaling

laws of heat exchangers dictate that their relative size de-

creases as maximum temperatures are increased and as power level

decreases (providing that heat exchanger passage sizes can be

made sufficiently small). The net result is that in recuperated
engines, marked degrading effects of reduced power levels will
occur at significantly lower power levels than in nonrecuperated

engines; a corollary is that recuperated engines are the only

type of gas-turbine engine suitable for armored vehicle applica-

tions.

More generally, then, the basic limits to improved perform-

ance in recuperated engines are associated with the turbine inlet

temperature, the combustor inlet temperature, and recuperator

size. These in turn imply potential limits concerned with both

recuperator and combustor material-temperature capability.

Current recuperators are made of stainless steel, with a useful
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operating temperature limit of about 1400OF; as turbine inlet
temperatures increase, such a limit requires higher pressure

ratios, otherwise detrimental to performance, to maintain a

suitably low recuperator operating temperature. Thus, there is

a need for higher temperature capability in recuperators.

Nickel-based superalloys and dispersion-strengthened superalloys

offer significantly higher temperature capabilities. Similarly,
as the combustor inlet temperature rises, the difficulty of

cooling the combustor increases because the inlet air is the
source of cooling for the liner. Thus, improved materials and

cooling schemes for combustor3 -ire needed. Current combustor
materials are nickel-based superalloys, and dispersion-

strengthened superalloys offer some prospect of improvement.
The part-power characteristics of a gas turbine are dictated

primarily by the operating characteristics of the compressor,
which do not permit a reduction ini mass flow rate proportionate

to the power decrease nor maintenance of the pressure ratio.

As a consequence, the maximum temperature must be reduced, the

pressure ratio falls, the combustor inlet temperature drops,

and part-power sfc rises. The effect is less pronounced in

recuperated engines since the combustor inlet temperature does
not completely depend upon compressor pressure ratio (still
another reason why recuperated engines are the only type of

gas-turbine engines suitable for armored vehicle applications).

To maintain low part-power sfc, it is essential to introduce

variable geometry into the engine components: variable nozzle

vanes in the turbines and, eventually, variable inlet guide
vanes and/or stator vanes in the compressors. Decreasing the

efficiency penalties and increasing the range of flow rates

over which variable-geometry elements will provide efficient

operation is an important area of potential improvement.

Reducing air filtration requirements is another potential

source of significant improvement in turbine engines. In the
Ml the filtration system occupies a volume equal to about half
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that of the engine; in addition, the barrier filters require

considerable maintenance. Dual-stage inertial filter3 in

combination with less sensitive compressor components offer

significant size reductions, and self-cleaning barrier filters

offer a reduction in maintenance requirements.

A more direct way of reducing air filtration requirements
if of course to increase the s3pcific power of the engine. In

this context, intercooled reheat cycles have been studied.

Reheat cycles entail adding another combustor after the gas-

generator turbine, thus increasing power output, and inter-

cooling entails adding a heat exchanger between compressor

stages to reduce the power required for compression, thus

further increasing net power output.
Various efforts at overcoming these limitations on gas-

turbine engine improvements, or opportunities for improvements,

have been proposed. The engine characteristics resulting from

such efforts are shown in Table 10, as gathered from various

sources (Refs. 19; 20, 23).
The two versions of the GTI801 have been proposed by

Garrett; in the first version, the primary elements involved

are,(l) operation of a radial inflow turbine at 22300F with no

internal cooling, by means of the use of a directionally

solidified superalloy; (2) use of A high-effectiveness re'.upera-

tor; (3) variable nozzle vanes on both power-turbine 3tages and

variable, articulated inlet guide vanes for the compressor; and

(4) the use of two-stage inertial filters in conjunction with
no axial compressor stages. if successful, the resulting engine

specific fuel consumption (at 25% power) would be greatly improved

over the AGTI500 and the specific volume would be significantly

reduced, as would the maintenance requirements for the aiv

filter. The second version of the engine primarily entails:

(1) turbine operation at 24800F, by means of the use of oxide-

dispersion-strengthened superalloys in the turbine components;

and (2) operation at higher recuperator temperatures, by means
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"of the use of a nickel-based superalloy (instead of stainless

steel) as the recuperator material. If successful, the resulting

engine specific fuel consumption, weight, and volume characteris-

tics would be further significantly improved.

The AGT800 has been proposed by AVCO. As far as is known,

its major elements include: (1) completely uncooled turbine

operation at an inlet temperature of about 2000*F; and (2) the

use of a high effectiveness recuperator (as compared to the

AGTIS00). If successful, the engine specific fuel consumption

would be a great improvement over that of the current AGTIS00
and a significant improvement over that of the GT601, and the

AGT800 would also provide a reduction in specific weight and

volume compared to the GT601.

The reheat cycle characteristics have been taken from one

design study sponsored by TACOM (Ref. 23), and it is more or

less representative of other concurrent studies. In addition

to the intercooling and reheat features, the primary elements

include: (1) uncooled turbine operation at 2500OF by means of

ceramic materials; (2) recuperator operation at maximum average

inlet temperatures of 17600F, with a ceramic material proposed;

and (3) burner operation at 1500*F inlet temperature in the

primary burner and 1740OF inlet temperature in the reheat

burner, again with ceramic materials proposed. This is obviously

a very futuristic engine, inasmuch as ceramic materials are far

from the current state of the art for these applications. If

successful, it would represent a considerable improvement over

**1 the AGTl500 in all respects. As compared to the GT1801 MKll,

a considerably more conservative proposal, the most significant

improvements are in specific volume and airflow.

The advanced gas turbine is a speculation synthesized here

as representative of reasonable objectives for a recuperated

gas turbine at the 900 hp level. Its major elements include:

(1) operation with minimum cooling at the 2300OF level, using

oxide-dispersion-strengthened superalloys; (2) a high
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effectiveness recuperator made of either stainless steel or
T superalloy, depending upon detailed design studies; and (3)

variable geometry in both power turbine stages and at the

compressor inlet. If successful, it would represent a slight

improvement over the AGT800.
As was the case with diesecl engines, there are of course

many other engine alternatives, differing in detail, which

could be synthesized, representing various design choices.

Nlevertheless, the basic point is that significant improvements
appear possible by means of (1) increasing turbine inlet tempera-

* tures through the use of newer superalloys or dispersion-

strengthened superalloys, (2) higher combustor inlet temperatures
* ~through the use of higher effectiveness heat exchangers and,4

if necessary, improved heat exchanger and combustor materials,

and (3) improvements in variable-geometry component performance.

The use of ceramic components for even higher temperature

capabilities may be a distant possibility, of course, but they

do not appear to be feasible in the nearer term.

The ultimate interest is in the payoffs offered by these

prospects and, to this end, the characteristics of the engines

as installed in the vehicle are shown in Table 11, as compared

to the existing installations in the Ml and M2/M3. Again, the

characteristics are based on the power delivered to the trans.-

mission, including that necessary for cooling; the power

delivered was estimated to be 95% of the base engine power,
with the 5% remainder accounting for inlet/exhaust losses and

external engine cooling requirements.

3. Rotary Engines

The rotary, or Wankel, engine has received a great deal of
attention recently ao a potential engine for combat vehicles.

Development of a military rotary engine is currently being

conducted by Curtiss-Wright with Marine Corps funding. The

essential advantage offered by the rotary engine is a signifi-
cant improvement in volumetric flow capability as compared to
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the reciprocating engine. The price paid for this improvement

isan increase in sealing dimension, an increase in difficulties

associated with combustion and mixing due to the shape of the

combustion volume, and an increase in heat transfer and thermal

loading problems because that portion of the en~gine block under

which combustion occurs is never exposed to ambient air.

The bare engine and installed characteristics of the strati-

fied-charge, spark-ignition rot-ary that would result if the

current Curtiss-Wright development were completely successful
are shown in Table 12. These characteristics represent a

substantial improvement in specific weight and volume as compared

to the existing VTA903 engine and the Garrett GT601 turbine, at

the expense of a somewhat degraded specific fuel consumption.

As with other positive displacement devices, rotary engines

are in principle amenable to diesel operation and turbochargiog,

although both are considerably more difficult in the rotary than

in reciprocating devices. Diesel operation is hindered by the

high surface-to-voiume ratio of the combustion chamber, to such

an extent that several major corporations have been unsuccessfulj

in various attempts. Turbocharging is hinderi:d by high metal

temperatures in the combustion zone, and its affects are not

so marked as in reciprocating devices simply because the basicI

engine is relatively smaller.

TABLE 12. ROTARY ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Bare Engine Inistalled

I.

Power, hp 750 690 1

Sfc at 25% power, lb/hp-hr 0.48 0.49

Speclfic weight, lb/hp 1.8 3.2
specific volume, ft3/hp .04U 0.055
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4. Other Engines
Other engines, most notably the Stirling and the closed-

Brayton-cycle, have been considered for vehicular engines from

time to time. Both of these engines suffer from the fact that

relatively large amounts of heat exchange are required per unit

power output. The net result is that the potential gains inI specific fuel consumption offered by those engines are more than
offset by their size and weight, at least for armored vehicle
applications. In short, we do not know of any other promising

engine types for armored vehicle applications other than the

diesel, the recuperated gas turbine, and the rotary.

C. TRANSMISSIONS

1. Introduction

Modern tracked vehicles in the U.S. inventory all use

either hydrokinetic or hydromechanical transmissions. These

are combinations of mechanical gears with hydraulic units in

the form of either torque converters or hydraulic pumps and

motors. Various combinations of these units are used, as will

be discussed below. A general point to be made first, however,

is that in spite of the fact that a transmission is in principle

less complicated than an engine, in the latest combit vehicles

the transmission can be as big and costly as the engine (Tables L
A-3, A-4, Appendix A). There is thus a strong impetus to look
for ways to reduce its size, and/or improve its efficiency, as
is discussed above in Section II. Unfortunately, there are not

many avenues for making large improvements through technological

advances in the components. Thus it is expected that signifi-

cantly smaller or more efficient transmissions will only be
attained by overall changes in design concept. This point of

view will be developed below in more detail by examining the

characteristics of current transmissions.

It is of interest to note that historically there have been

very large reductions in the size of armored vehicle transmissions
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sine WrldWar II. In agross sense this progress can be

tracked by observing that the CD-850 transmission in the M60
was about one-half the specific weight and two-thirds the

specific volume of the M26 Pershing tank transmission components
(Ref. 24). A further reduction of about 40% in specific weight
and slightly less in specific volume from the CD-850 was attained

in the X-1100 transmission for the Ml tank. These improvements
were partially due to improved component performance, e.g., more

compact brakes, but were mostly accomplished by different design
concepts using different components, e.g., planetary gears,
torque converters, and hydrostatic steer units. Gains were made
initially in the design of the CD-850, of course, by combining

gear shifting, braking and steering units into one package, which
again is a change in design concept. History thus reinforces

the point that significant transmission improvements are more
likely to come from changes in design concept than from improved

component technology.
2. Current Transmissions

The CD-850 transmission and the lower-powered XTG-411 and
XTG-250 of similar vintage are in extensive use in the current

fleet of tracked vehicles. However, newer vehicles are using
either the X series hydrokinetic transmission, of which the

X-ll00 in the Ml is an example, or the hydromechanical trans-

mission such as the HMPT-500 in the M2. These represent the
most advanced transmissions in use today and will be used in
this study as the baseline designs in examining what the poten-

tial for further improvements may be.
The hydrokinetic X series transmissions are made by the

Detroit Diesel Allison Division of General Motors. They have
the following family characteristics: a hydraulic torque con-

verter with a lock-up clutch in combination with planetary
gearing providing four forward and two reverse speeds, hydrosta-

tically controlled differential steer, and hydraulic service
and parking brakes. The series includes the X-200 rated at



300 gross horsepower (ghp), the X-300 rated at 650 ghp, and the
X-1100 rated at 1500 ghp. An advanced model designated the
AMX-1000 is also under development. It indorporates six forward
speeds and one reverse, as well as improved brakes using re-
tarders, but it is not a fundamentally different concept.

The HMPT-500 hydromechanical transmission is made by the
General Electric Co. It differs in concept from the X series
mainly in that the propulsion power is not carried through a
torque converter but instead is transmitted through split
hydrostatic-mechanical paths which also include the steering
function. The HMPT-500 is rated at 500 ghp. There is also
another advanced hydromechanical transmission designated the
CVX-650, under development by Detroit Diesel Allison Division.

The weights and volumes of all the transmissions discussed
above are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 as a function of gross horse-
power (i.e., maximum rated input horsepower). Note that the
weights and volumes shown are values for the bare units. For
our purposes here installed weights and volumes for the baseline
vehicles, the M1 and the M2, are required. These are shown in
the following table.

Bare Installed
Vehicle/Transmission Wt (ib) Vol (ft 3 l Wt (1b) Vol (ft 3 )
Mi/X-1100 4UO0 56 6770 98
M2/HMPT-500 1900 22 3300 43

The major part of the increments in installed over bare weights
and volumes is due to inclusion of the final drive and an allo-
cated portion of the cooling system. While these elements depend
somewhat on the particular installation, one would expect to
first order that proportionate differences between installed and
bare weights and volumes would apply to other transmissions in
the same class of vehicle.
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All the above transmissions contain hydraulic elements, and

it is these that have the greatest influence on the overall ef-

ficiency (i.e., ratio of output power to input power) of the

transmission. Gears typically have losses of about 1% per mesh,*

and this is relatively independent of speed. In torque conver-

ters, on the other hand, efficiency varies inv-rsely with torque

ratio and reaches a maximum (of almost 90%) when the torque

ratio is 1.2 or less (i.e., at high rotational speeds). The

efficiency-speed characteristics of a torque converter can be

varied considerably by blade design; selecting the best configura-

tion is part of the overall transmission design optimization

to meet given operating conditions. When the torque converter

is combined with a planetary gear shifting assembly, as in the

X series transmissions, the efficiencj becomes a complicated
function of the power level, as is shown in Fig. 9 (Ref. 25).

Also shown in Fig. 9 is the output power/speed relationship

for the CVX650. Though this Eransmission uses hydraulic pumps
and motors in3tead of torque converters in the propulsion

power path, the overall output level is not greatly different,
which indicates that the loss of efficiency is compensated by

the ability to operate the engine near its best output point.

This can be seen by comparing Figs. 9a and 9b.

The baseline vehicles used in this study, i.e., the M1 and

M2, use the latest hydrokinetic and hydromechanical transmis-

sions. For these vehicles the representative power output at

the sprocket was taken to be 76% of engine power. This reflects
the power output shown in Fig. 9 corrected for the power used

in cooling the transmission and the efficiency of the final

drive (98%). Roughly half of the lIsses in the hydrokinetic

transmission were found to be due to the torque converter,

giving a representative power output of 87% of engine power if

the torque converter were removed. This concept is being

*For spur gears the range is 0.5-0.75%; for spiral bevel ge.rs
the loss per mesh is about 1.5%.
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tested in a TACOM demonstration program using the GT601 engine

with a modified X300 transmission in a MICV chassis. In analyzing

this installation Garrett arrived at sprocket power figures

for the M2 similar to the ones established here, i.e., 75%,of

engine power for the overall transmission with the torque

converter unlocked and 86% if the torque converter were

removed (Ref. 21).

3. Potential for Future Improvements of Current Transmissions

The question to be addressed here is to what extent improve-

ments in weight, size and efficiency of current transmissions

can be expected from technology advances in the components.

The possibilities inherent in different design concepts will be

treated in the next section.

In a previous IDA study (Ref. 22) a simple model of a
hydrkintictransmission was used to evaluate the potential for

technology advances in the components. The reference transmis-

sion was the X-1100, and the results are shown in Fig. 10, where

Hthe specific weight is based on the output power. For the

"present technology" line the variation in size and efficiency

was due to changing the size of torque converter. It was assumedI' that the gears had constant efficiency. The 1950s technology
*1 refers to the CD-850 transmission. The "potential limit" line

was obtained by assuming that technology advances might ulti-

mately reduce the losses in the torque converter by the amount

indicated and that improved materials might ultimately reduce

the size of the gears and housing. The potential limit line was

intended to represent what was physically conceivable--not what

could be achieved by foreseeable means. The R&D goals were

thus set between the current technology and potential limit

figures. The conclusion was that even if optimistic R&D goals

were met, they would not achieve the percentage gains made in

the past, i.e., in arriving at the X-1100 device.

This trend toward diminishing returns is evident in the

advanced programs currently under way, i.e., the AMX1000 advanced
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hydrokinetic and the CVX650 advanced hydromechanical transmis-

sions. The indications from Figs. 7-9 above are that only

marginal improvements in size, weight or efficiency are pro-

jected. For our purposes here it is assumed that a 5% improve-

ment in~ specific weight and a corresponding improvement in

specific volume is possible. Of course, these new units do

incorporate other features such as electronic controls, six

speeds, retarders, etc., which improve other features of the

transmission.

4. Alternate Transmi~ssicn Concepts

As noted above, the potential for greater size and effi-

ciency improv'ements in transmissions lies in different design

concepts. Three concepts, none of them new, which appear

to offer promise fo~r significant impact on the size or effi-

ciency of a tracked vehicle transmission are as follows:

1. Eliminate or greatly reduce the power transfer through

the torque converter by using the power tCirbine of aI
gas turbine engine or a turbocompounded diesel as a

4 hydraulic unit in the transmission input. The potential

payoff would be a large increment in efficiency, i.e.,

from 76% to 87% as noted above, accompanied by a

reduction of 10% in weight and volume.

2. Operate the propulsion power splitting and steering

controls at higher speeds (lower torques). The pay-

offs would be potential reductions in gearing weightI and better matching with the output of a gas turbine

or high-speed diesel engine. An estimrated 25% reduc-

tion in weight and volume would be a reasonable goal.

3. Use traction torque converters or electrical power

conversion devices tor steering control and/or main

propulsion power. This concept is probably tied to

the high speed input suggested in 2, above, sinceH
traction and electric devices compare more favorably

in size and weight with hydraulic devices and gears



for power conversion at the lower torque levels inherent

in the higher speed deviceý More detailed study is

needed to assess the size and efficiency trade-offs5V

in this concept.

With regard to the possibility of removing the torque con-

verter, there is a current TACOM demonstration program which

uses a gas turbine (the Garrett GT6Ql) coupled to an X300 trans-

mission with the torque converter removed, in an MICV chassis.

The concept appears very powerful. It is estimated that the

net sprocket horsepower can be increased about ll%* by removing

the torque converter. The baLsic problem with this program is

that it is funded at a level which assumes everything will go

right the first time, which is unlikely. Some years ago a

similar demonstration was done using the AGT600 engine and the

X-700-T transmission, with inconclusive results (Ref. 26).

Though the same problems may be unlikely to occur in the current

demonstration, others should be anticipated and proper fundingI

The possibility of eliminating the torque converter in a

power train using a turbocompounded diesel has been previouslyI

examined (Ref. 27). The conclusion was that the torque converter

could not be completely removed but the propulsion power through

it could be greatly reduced in a differential compounding ar-

rangement referred to here as a split-torque transmission.

D. POTENTIAL PAYOFFS OF ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEM OPTIONS

The prev'ious estimates of the installed characteristics of

various engine and transmission alternatives, in combination

with the vehicle sensitivity factors estimated in Section II,

permit an evaluation of their ultimate impact on vehicle cost

and/or weight. These results are shown in Table 13, in terms of

fractional reductions in vehicle life-cycle costs which could

*See discussion, p. 65.
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TABLE 13. POTENTIAL PAYOFFS OF SOME ADVANCED PROPULSION
SYSTEMS IN ARMORED VEHICLES

Fractional Improve,
ments in Vehicle
Life-Cycle Cost
MUBT LCV

Diesel Engines

VTA903 (.05)** .10

VHO uprate (.01) .10

Near adiabatic (.08) .08

Adiabatic .13 .19
Advanced diesel .09 .15

Gas-Turbine Engines

GT601 .18) .04
GT1801 Mkl .10 .14

•GT1801 Mk11 .15 .17

AGT800 .06 .12

Reheat cycle .16 .20
Advanced gas turbine .10 .15

Rotary Engine

RC2-350 .03 .10

Transmi ssions

Improved conventional (D, T, R)* .02 .01

Improved w/o torque c'inverter (T) .08-.14 .06-.11

High-speed (T) .12-.18 .09-.14
Split-torque (D, T, R) .06-.10 .05-.08

*D denotes that the transmission is applicable to diesel engines;
T, applicability to 'as-turbine engines; R, applicability to
rotary engines.

"**Parentheses denote an adverse impact.
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be achieved, for all of the alternatives considered. Results are

shown for both LCV and MBT applications for all alternatives, by

assuming that the specific characteristics (specific fuel con-

sumption, specific weight, etc.) are applicable at either power

level. It is realized of course that, for example, the GT1801

is not applicable to an LCV, nor would the characteristics of

a scaled-down version be as favorable; nevertheless, the resultsI for both applications serve to illustrate the range of payoffs
which might be achieved for armored vehicles of different design

characteristics. To a first approximation, the týotal payoffe

resulting from a particular engine/transmission combination can

be obtained by adding the individual payoffs, provided of course

that the engine and transmission are compatible.

The range of payoffs shown in Table 13 for various trans-

mission options reflects the differences between possible design

conditions which determine the installed power requirements.

That is, the h.igher numbers in Table 13 are applicable if the

installed power required is governed-by a design condition in

which a torque converter would not be locked up (as in low-

speed hill-climbing), and the lower numbers are applicable if

the installed power required is governed by a design condition

in which a torque converter would be locked up (as in higher-

speed acceleration).

The first observation to be made is that removing the torque

converter from the transmission, or reducing its role, offers

high payoffs in both applications; this single potential improve-
ment offers payoffs which can be of the same magnitude as

those offered by many of the advanced engines. En addition,

for gas-turbine engines which can operate without a torque

converter, the additional potential offered by high-speed

operation is significant. Thus, the transmission is a high

prospective payoff area indeed. An important corollary is

that the engine and transmission should be considered as an

optimized unit; for example, it seems evident that diesel
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engines and gas-turbine engines prefer different kinds of

transmissions, and it is a penalty to both propulsion sytems
to require the same transmission.

A second observation to be made concerning the results in

Table 13 is that the payoffs offered by the reheat-cycle engine

are not overwhelmingly greater than the payoffs offered by

considerably less adventuresome gas-turbine engines. This in

turn suggests that, in the nearer term at least, primary R&D

efforts would be better placed on the lesser-risk alternatives.

The rotary engine currently under development offers pay-

offs comparable to the other near-term engines (the first two

diesels and the first gas turbine in Table 13). Presumably

some other potential improvements could also make an advanced

version offer payoffs comparable to the other advanced engines.

On the other hand, as a class, rotary engines do not appear to

offer significant advantages over diesels and gas turbines.
The differences in payoffs for the MBT and LCV applications

are of interest because they provide some indication of how the

payoffs might change as a function of more specific vehicle

design characteristics. The implication of the results in Table
13 is that although the four nearer-term engines offer sub-

stantial payoffs as compared to the present M2 configuration,

the payoffs may decrease when compared to alternatives for a

future combat vehicle which requires a higher power level and

may perhaps be more heavily armored. The inference is that

R&D efforts would be better placed on alternatives which offer

payoffs in both applications, to provide to some degree for

the uncertainty in future vehicle characteristics.
Finally, a more general observation is that there are ad-

vanced propulsion system alternatives which appear to offer

high payoffs in combat vehicle applications. These payoffs

are in the range of being equivalent to 25% of the vehicle

life-cycle cost for either application, for appropriate

combinations of engines and transmissions. Thus, propulsion
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systems for these applications have not yet reached the point

of practical maturity.

E. SUITABLE R&D GOALS

The evaluation of potential payoffs of various alternative

propulsion systems provides some basis for arriving at suitable

goals for R&D programs in the propulsion area. Such goals

should of course satisfy at least two criteria: (1) they

should be technologically feasible, in that there should be a

reasonable chance of attaining success within the resource

and time constraints likely to be imposed, aind (2) they should

offer sufficient payoff to justify the investment necessary.

Some idea of the economics of the return on investment

can be gained by a simple example. For an LCV, say, a 10%

reduction in vehicle life-cycle cost for at total fleet of

25,000 vehicles amounts to approximately $2.2 billion over the

life of the vehicles. This is of course a return in the future;

if it is assumed that 7 years of technology-base effort will

be required, followed by 7 years of full-scale engineering

development, followed by 5 years of production, and that the

vehicles have a 20-year life, then the full $2.2 billion will

not be realized for 39 years. On this basis, assuming a discount

rate of 5% (above the inflation rate), then the discounted value

of this $2.2 billion is $530 million. If a technology-base

investment of 10% of the discounted return is deemed prudent,

in view of the various risks and uncertainties, then a discounted

investment of $53 million would be justified. This translates

into an annual technology-base investment of about $9 million

for the next seven years. A similar example exists for main

battle tanks. Aimýough a variety of different assumptions in

these examples could be made which would significantly affect

the detailed numerical values, it seems reasonable to infer

that R&D goals which offer 10%-15% reduction in combat vehicle
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life-cycle costs will easily justify expenditures of $10-15

million annually in technology-base efforts.

Of course, the payoffs offered by the fruits of technology-

base efforts should be measured relative to those likely to be

1 obtained in the absence of technology-base expenditures;
if it is assumed that the latter amount to perhaps 5-10% of

the vehicle life-cycle cost, then suitable R&D goals should

offer 15-25% in vehicle life-cycle cost reductions relative to

current systems to justify the investment.

As it happens, goals satisfying this criterion are consistent

with some of the advanced propulsion system alternatives examined

here. Specific goals will of course vary with the application

and the power level. To simplify matters, goals appropriate to

propulsion systems in the 800-hp class are considered which, if

successfully achieved, would provide payoffs in the range of

20-25% in the tLCV application and would also provide the necessary

technological basis for achieving similar payoffs in the MBT

application. Such goals are indicated in Table 14 and represent

reasonable expectations for (1) diesel engines with character-

istics in the range between the adiabatic diesel and the so-

called advanced diesel, both in Combination with a split-torque

transmission; and (2) gas turbine' enginas with characteristics

in the range between the AGTBOO and the so-called advanced gas

turbine, in combination with a transmission without a torque

converter, perhaps operating at higher speeds. These goals

should not be interpreted too rigidly, of course, particularly

since the individual goals can be traded off among themselves

(e.g., lower specific fuel consumption for higher specific

weight) depending upon future developments. Nevertheless,

they appear Lo represent reasonable targets from the standpoints

of both technological possibility and adequate payoffs.
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TABLE 14. SOME SUITABLE GOALS FOR PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR
ARMORED VEHICLES AT THE 800-HP LEVEL

Diesel/ Gas Turbine/
Split-Torque Mechanical

Engine (bare)

Specific fuel consumption @ 25% power, lb/hp-hr .35 .42

Specific weight, lb/hp 2.2 2.2

Specific volume, ft 3 /hp .032 .033

Transmission (Bare)

Representative efficiency .87 .90

Specific weight, lb/hp 2.5 2.3

Specific volume, ft3/hp .033 .030
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IV. R&D PROGRAM POSSIBILITIES

A. INTRODUCTION

The variety of alternative advanced propulsion systems, the

nature of technology demonstration, and the uncertainties re-

garding specific applications permit consideration of many

alternative technology-base programs. The selection of an ap-

propriate program(s) depends strongly on the degree of inter-

relationship which exists between (1) advanced development

(6.3A) activities and eventual application, (2) military develop-

ment and commercial development, and (3) exploratory development

(6.2) activities and advanced development activities, as well

as on the more technical matters of (1) propulsion system types

to be pursued, (2) appropriate goals, and (3), constituent

component technology to be emphasized. Thus, in order to identify

needed technology-base activities in a rational way, and to

evaluate the extent of their differences with the current program,

it is necessary to establish the degrees of these interrelation-

ships.

1. Relationship Between Technology-Base Activities and

Engineeri.ng Development

Ideally, the output of the technology-base activities is

validated design information: a demonstration that the physical

phenomena involved in the advanced technology are sufficiently

well understood that the relevant characteristics can be repro-

duced in a range of specific component/system designs. In

principle, then, exploratory development activities would consist

of acquiring the necessary component information over a suitable

range of parameters, and 6.3A advanced development activities

would consist of characterizing and improving those interactions
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between components which are significant in the system environ-

ment. In particular, there would be no a priori need to

demonstrate advanced technology in a complete system which is

representative in-great detail of an actual system.

Technology-base activities in propulsion systems have not

yet conformed to this ideal picture. As a practical matter,

in order to provide sufficient confidence to justify undertaking

engineering development, it has been necessary to demonstrate

reasonably satisfactory operation of a system (or at least

separate operation of the engine and transmission) which very

closely approximates the system proposed for engineering

development. In some cases, this demonstration has been

achieved through 6.3B advanced development activities; in other

cases it has not. In any case, it still seems necessary for

the 6.3A activities to demonstrate reasonably satisfactory

operatibn of advanced engines and transmissions at power levels

and in configurations which are not too dissimilar from those

of an intended application; thus, 6.3A activities must be

structured around such demonstrator configurations.
Such a program structure means, of course, that 6.3A activi--

ties will encompass component development activities; for

example, not all components involved in a 6.3A engine will

originate directly from 6.2 exploratory development efforts,

and these components, although not necessarily representing

advances over the demonstr-ated state of the art, must be

developed. Conversely, not all exploratory development activi-

ties will be devoted to component goals consistent with a con-

current 6.3A program. The net result is a greater degree of

independence between concurrent 6.2 and 6.3A programs than

might be supposed; an appreciable portion of the 6.2 activities

will be directed at more ambitious goals than 6.3A activities,

arnd in any case should be directed at only the critical component

areas rather than all component areas.
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2. Focus on Power Level, and Eventual Application

7 Unfortunately, the practical requirement of 6.3A system

demonstration causes considerable difficulties in the timing ofL
technology-base activities and in the selection of specific

power levels on which to focus. As we have seen, the current
estimates are for major new armored vehicles to enter produc-

tion in 1994; inasmuch as about 5-7 years are required for full-

scale engineering development of a propulsion system, a suitable

demonstration must be available in the period 1987-89. If 2-3
years are allowed for a 6.3B program (or its equivalent), then

the 6.3A demonstration--to provide sufficient confidence--must

be completed in the period 1984-87; the earlier of these two

dates allows very little time for relevant technology-base
activities between now and then. This time pressure is alle-

viated somewhat by two factors: (1) plans for some 7-14 years

in the future inevitably tend to be optimistic; and (2) the

leverage of the propulsion system on these vehicles is so
large that unless a substafitially improved propulsion systemI
has been demonstrated, new vehicle developments are unlikely to

be undertaken. Nevertheless, the technology-base program must

be reasonably responsive to future plans, and hence there is

time pressure. i
Given this time pressure, there is a tendency to begin,

in the technology-base program, what amounts to the development

of specific propulsion 3ystems for these new vehicles. Such
an approach has certain advantages, and is particularly appeal-

ing in the sense that it is difficult to question the relevance

of technology-base activities to specific military goals.

However, it has some significant disadvantages, in that the

power level, and perhaps other propulsion system characteristics

as well, must be specified within a very narrow range, and this

is very difficult to do for vehicles which have not even

reached the conceptual design stage. For example, the analysis

here indicates probable power ranges of 500-900 hp for LCVs andI
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1000-1500 hp for MBTs, and, as pointed out, there are other views
which require uniformly higher power levels; adding to this,

say, the uncertainty regarding the future of the MBT, makes the

selection of a suitably specific power level very difficult

indeed. Thus, we believe that an approach of closely relating

technology-base programs to specific characteristics of undesigned

future vehicles is not the preferred one.

A more appropriate approach would seem to be to delay such

specific decisions. It can be said with a reasonable degree of

certainty, we believe, that major new armored vehicles requiring

propulsion systems in the range of 500-1500 hp will enter

production in the mid-to-late 1990s, with values in the lower

part of the power range preferred (500 to 1100 hp, say). This

means that there should be suitable 6.3A demonstrations of ad-

vanced propulsion systems in the mid-to-late 1980s which provide

sufficient confidence to undertake 6.3B advanced development,

or its equivalent, of more specific propulsion system configura-
tions for specific vehicle concepts which will be identified
at that time. Obviously, this implies that the requisite 6.3A

programs be initiated without delay, but it does permit the

selection of power level to be based largely on that which best
demonstrates the propulsion system technology being pursued, as

discussed below.
3. Military Development Versus Commercial Development

For engines other than those for MBT applications, there

has been a tendency for the military to rely on commercial

sources, either by purchasing purely commercial engines directly

or by modifying them (generally by increasing the power output.)

for military uses. The chief argument in favor of such a

policy has been one of decreased cost, and ample commercial
engine models have been available in the past when horsepower

requirements were well below $00 hp. Accordingly, one approach
would be to continue thia policy and focus technology-base

efforts primarily on MBT power. levels, with a modest effort
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devoted to techniques for modifying commercially available

engines for LCVs.

The difficulties with this approach concern the availa-I bility of commercial engines, the confluence of military and
commercial performance criteria, and the opportunities for
modification. Above 500 hp, the number of commercial vehicular

diesel engines is not great, and there are of course no corn-

mercially available vehicular gas turbines. The Garrett GT601

is intended for commercial truck application but has not as yetJ

achieved that status. It'has been a long-time dream of gas-

turbine advocates to replace diesel engines in the commercial

vehicular market, but this has not yet occurred. Thus, at the

moment, the choice of diesels i's limited, and the choice of

Further, commercial performance criteria are nOi' consistent

with military ones; for example, specific volume and specific
weight are of considerably less importance in commercial ap-

plications and, in the truck market particularly, the specific

fuel consumption at very low power levels is also of lesser

concern. Hence it is not clear that commercial engines would

produce sufficient payoffs in military applications, even with

their favorable price differential, to justify their selection

over purely military engines. This point is exemplified by the

VTA903, which, as we have seen, does not compare favorably with

advanctd diesels that presumably could have been developed

for the M2/3 application. Evidence of similar difficulties

can be observed in the GT6Ol; it has a T-shaped frontal cross

section, which is of course well adapted to trucks but leads

to a substantially larger envelope volume than is desirable for

armuored vehicles.

Finally, there are limitations on the types of mod~tfica-

tions that can be implemented on commercial engines. In

particular, they cannot be *scaled down" nor can their normal
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geometry be changed; basically, only modifications to increase
power output can be undertaken.

Although a case could possibly be made for reliance on

adaptation of commercial diesel engines for LCVs, we do not

believe that such adaptations are likely to compare favorably
with purely military designs; and we do not believe any case

can be made for relying on adaptations of commercial engines
of any other type for LCVs. Thus, on balance, we believe that

the technology-base efforts should be directed primarily toward
purely military engines for armored vehicles of any kind.

4. Type of Propulsion System
The analysis here has indicated advanced propulsion system

alternatives incorporating two basic enS..ne types--diesel and
gas turbine--and corresponding transmissions which offer sub-
stantial and essentially equivalent payoffs in armored vehicles
ranging from LCVs to MBTs; further, with but little extrapola-
tion, a rotary engine could also offer equivalent payoffs. An

obvious issue is to what extent the technology-base program
should include all three alternatives.

Briefly, the arguments for diesel systems are that they
are inherently cheaper, that they have a substantial commercial
vehicular base, that their specific fuel consumption at very low
power levels--around idle--is superior, and that there are some

power levels under 2000 hp at which they are superior to gas
turbines. The major argument against the diesel is of the nature
that its basic technology is well developed and that further

improvements arise primarily from incorporating more turbine
elements (i.e., turbocharging, turbocompounding, hyperbar);

thus it relies on turbine technology and .ill hence eventually

defer to it.
Similarly, arguments in favor of the gas turbine are that

the power level at which gas turbines are superior to diesels
becomes lower as their technology improves, that their maintenance
characteristics are superior, that they are more adaptable to
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improved transmissions, and that inasmuch as the turbine is

already in the MBT, further advantages would accrue by powering
all armored vehicles by gas turbines. On the other hand, it

can be argued that gas turbines are inherently more expensive
than diesels, and that their fuel consumption at very low
power levels is excessive.

The major argument in favor of the rotary engine is that

it provides for a volumetric flow :apacity intermediate between
the diesel and gas turbine, which is useful precisely in the

horsepower range of interest here, and thus it eliminates the
size and weight difficulties of the diesel while retaining the

diesel's fuel consumption characteristics. The major argument

against the rotiry is that its sealing, combustion, and heat
transfer problems are such that it will not be able to achieve

the forecast performance levels reliably, as evidenced by the
significant amount of commercial R&D resources that have been

expended on the engine without producing a suitable commercial
product..

All of the above arguments are to significant degrees

trLe. However, the fact remains that we find the advanced

diesel and gas-turbine alternatives, with respectively suitable
transmissions, to be competitive, we find the rotary engine
to be less so, and we are guided by these findings. With
respect to the rotary engine, it seems clear that even if the
current development effort is successful, it will be necessary
to turbecharge the engine if it is to be competitive with the
others and, given this requirement, the fundamental advantage
over other engines disappears. That is, with turbocharging,
diesels and gas turbines cover the power range completely, and
the rotary engine has little to offer. Accordingly, we see no
need for significant technology-base emphasis on the rotary

engine.
With respect to the diesel versus the gas turbine, their

relative merits have been debated warmly for the past sevezal
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years, specifically with c~gard to the MI. Our view is that

the primary reason the issues remain unsettled is that there
is little to choose between them--now or in the immediately
foreseeable future. The matter of high fuel consumption at

idle conditions in gas turbines seems to be a popular one
currently; however, we believe that if the specific fuel consump-
tion of a gas turbine at 25A power is in the range of 0.40-0.45
lb/hp-hr, as seems reasonable, the differences in idle fuel
flow between the two types of engines will not have a signifi-
cant military impact. There does seem to be some appeal to
having all armored vehicles powered by the same type of engine,
inasmuch as this would inevitably ease those operation and
maintenance difficulties caused by different engine types;
however, this does not seem to be a decision which should be dic-
tated by the technology-base program. Further, the uncertainties
in future performance levels are sufficiently great that sub-
stantive elimination of either the diesel or the gas turbine
from the technology-base program would jeopardize the chances

of obtaining thn magnitude of performance improvement which
could reasonably be expected. Thus, we think that the tech-
nology-base program should include major efforts directed at
both diesels aud gas turbines.

To recapitulate briefly, we conclude that: (1) 6.3A pro-
grems aimed at suitable propulsion system technology demonLtra-

tions in the mid-to-late 1980s are needed now; (2) these
efforts need not be related specifically to either LCVs or
MBTs at this time, but rather to armored vehicles as a whole;
(3) the power range of interest is 500-1500 hp, with the

lower end probably preferred; (4) technology-base programs
should be directed toward military engines rather than com-

mercial derivatives; and (5) major emphasis should be given
to both diesels and gas turbines and their respectively suitable
transmissions. The nature of the technology-base effort
needed is indicated in the following paragraphs.
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B. DIESEL ENGINE/SPLIT-TORQUE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The primary need is a 6.3A program to provide a demonstra-

tion of basic propulsion system technology for the goals indi-

cated previously,

Engine Transmission

Efficiency 0.35 (sfc @ 25%) U.87 (representative)

Specific weight, lblghp 2.2 2.5

Specific volume, ft3/ghp .U32 .033

with manufacturing and O&M costs at or below the levels of current

military diesel systems. The appropriate power level seems to us L
to be in the vicinity of 600 hp, for three reasons. First,

future light, lightly armored combat vehicles are likely to have

power requirements close to the low end of the range 500-900 hp;

second, the scaling laws of diesels are such that a demonstration

at 600 hp permits a reasonable extrapolation to the performance

achievable at higher power levels; and third, the lower'horse-

power levels are more favorable to diesels than to gas turbines,

and therefore constitute more likely applications for diesels.
With respect to the engine, it appears that it should in-

corporate some or all of the following features: high turbo-

charging; turbocompounding; adiabatic or quasi-adiabatic opera-

tion; and high piston speeds and rotational speeds. The

particular choices and tradeoffs among these features would

seem to be best made by prospective engine manufacturers, with

of course closer integration with the transmission in mind.

A key ingredient, however, 13 that the configuration or config-

urations should incorporate as much current state-of-the-art or

minimum-risk technology as is consistent with achieving the

program goals; in this connection, we are not convinced that the
widespread use of ceramic materials satisfies this criterion, and

we are certain that some attention should be devoted to high-

temperature metallic materials. Given the various alternatives,
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we conclude that two competing engine-technology demonstration

programs would seem to be appropriate.
With respect to the transmission, there seems to be no feas-

ible way to eliminate a hydraulic element to accommodate the slip
necessary at very low power levels, while retaining automatic op-
eration; there do appear to be ways to reduce the power which such
an element must transmit. There are also advantages to be gained H

from matching the higher rotational speeds of an advanced engine.
These matters would seem to be best resolved by prospective trans-

mission manufacturers, working with the engine developers.
The needs at the exploratory development (6.2) level are a

little less clear. With respect to engines, the critical areas,
present and future, appear to be: (1) improving the response
of turbocharged systems; (2) improved cylinder breathing, fuel
injection, and combustion associated with higher piston and
rotational speeds; (3) better materials and improved cooling/in-

sulation schemes associated with adiabatic or quasi-adiabatic
operation; and (4) improved lubrication associated with higher
piston speeds. The first area could be handled largely by
appropriate component work, properly integrated with similar
needed activities for gas-turbine engines; the latter three
areas could be handled by appropriate single-cylinder work.
With respect to transmissions, it is not clear that any advanced

component work can be identified.

C. GAS-TURBINE ENGINE/MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The primary need is a 6.3A program to provide a demonstra-

tion of basic propulsion system technology for the goals indi-
cated previously,

Engine Transmission
Efficiency 0.4Z (sfc @ Zb%) U.90 (representative)

Specific weight, lb/ghp 2.2 2.3
Specific volume, lb/ghp .033 .030
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with manufacturing and O&M costs at or below the levels of cur-

rent gas-turbine systems. The appropriate power level seems

to us to be in the vicinity of 800-900 hp, for three reasons. K
First, tuture heavily armored vehicles are likely to have

power requirements close to the low end of the range 500-900

hp; second, the scaling laws of gas turbines are such that a

demonstration at 800-903 hp permits a reasonable extrapolation

to the performance which is achievable at higher power levels

of possible interest, and also to lower power levels in the

600-700 hp range; and third, the higher horsepower levels are

more favorable to gas turbines than to diesels and therefore

constitute more likely applications for gas turbines.

With respect to the engine, which must be recuperated, it

should contain the following features in various degrees: (1) a

turbine inlet temperature in the 2200-2300*F range, with minimum

cooling; (2) a high-effectiveness recuperator; (3) variable
geometry in both turbine and compressor stages; and (4) improved

air filtration. Again, specific choices and tradeoffs among

these features would seem to be best made by prospective engine

manufacturers, in conjunction with transmission integration

considerations. Two key ingredients are, however, that the

configuration or configurations should provide insofar as

possible features which are applicable to both lower and higher
power engines, and as with diesels, thece configurations

should incorporate as much current state-of-the-art cr minimum-

risk technology as is consistent with achieving the program

goals. In the Latter context, Lhe widespread use of ceramic

materials, such as that proposed for the reheat-cycle engine,

is not suitable at this time; further, it is not clear that

the reheat-cycle offers significant advantages over the conven-

tional recuperated engine at the same basic technology levels.
Given the choices available, it again seems that two competing

engine-tecnnology demonstration programs would be appropriate.
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With respect to the transmission, emphasis should be given

to eliminating the hydraulic element entirely and to taking ad-

vantage of the inherently higher output speeds of gas turbines.

Again, specific choices relating to these matters would seem to

i L be best resolved by prospective transmission manufacturers work-

ing with the engine developers.

The engine needs at the exploratory development (6.2) level

are primarily those directed at the unique features of vehicular

recuperated gas turbines, as opposed to other types of turbines.

Specifically, effort is needed on (1) high-temperature recupera-

tofs incorporating improved high-temperature materials such as

nickel-based superalloys and dispersion-strengthened superalloys;

(2) high-inlet-temperature combustors incorporating dispersion-

strengthened superalloys or similar improved materials; (3) im-

proved flow range capabilities of variable-geometry components;

and (4) compact air-filtration systems. Effort associated with

more conventional compressor and turbine performance and higher

turbine temperature capabilities seems to be best left to other

gas-turbine technology-base programs. With respect to transmis-

sions, it is again not clear that any needed advxnced component
work can be identified.

D. THE CURRENT TACOM TECHNOLOGY-BASE PROGRAM

The current TACOM technology-base program is based on an

engine acquisition strategy of (Ref. 14): relying purely on com-

mercial engines at power levels below 500 hp; considering either
modified commercial engines or specific military designs for power

levels between 500 and 1000 hp; and relying exclusively on mili-
tary designs at power levels greater than 1000 hp. In general,

we think that this strategy is sound; the only area of disag'e.'a-

ment is in the 500-1000 hp range, where, for reasons indicated

earlier, we think that little emphasis should be given to modifi-

cation of commercial engines.
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The specific goals for propulsion systems are given by TACOM

as follows (Ref. 14), with our suggested goals in parentheses:

TACOM Presetit Analysis

Engine

Sfc, lb/hp-hr <.36 .32-.42

(at max power) (at 25% power)
Specific weight, lb/hp 2.4 2.2

Specific volume, ft 3 /hp .033 .032-.033

Transmi ssi on

Representative efficiency -- .87-.90

Specific weight, Ib/hp 3.25 2.3-2.5

Specific volume, ft3/hp .029 .033-.035

As can be observed, there is substantial agreement in goals for

engine specific weight and volume; the engine sfc goals are not

necessarily inconsistent, but as stated earlier, the emphasis
appears to be more proper at representative part-load conditions.

On the other hand, the transmission goals are substantially at
variance; in particular, we think that efficiency and specific
weight improvements are both achievable and desirable. Thus,

more emphasis on integrated engine and transmission systems

would seem to be necessary.

More substantive aspects of the TACOM program are somewhat

difticult to address, due primarily to the fact that the initial

appropriation of 6.3A funds tor FY81 consisted entirely of $1.56

million for the CVX-650 transmission; no other 6.3A activities

related to engines and transmissions were funded. To provide
some basis for evaluation, the planned TACOM technclogy-base

program for FY82-86 related to engines and transmissions is

shown in Table 15 (Refs. 28, 29).
With respect to 6.3A programs for engines, the major ef-

forts are apparently the adiabatic diesel an! the advanced MBT

engine. The adiabatic diesel includes the demonstration of a
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250-hp engine in a truck, and the demonstration of a 750-hp

engine and one other power level in a vehicle. The advanced

MBT engine is aimed at a 1500-1800 hp demonstrator engine. The

favored concepts appear to be an adiabatic engine using ceramic

components and the reheat-cycle gas turbine. As discussed

earlier, some reorientation would appear to be desirable: lower

power levels for the gas turbine; more emphasis on engine-

technology demonstration rather than prototype engine develop-

ment; more emphasis on a high-temperature metallic diesel

alternative; and a focus on the recuperated gas-turbine rather

than the reheat-cycle engine. The planned levels of funding

reflect, in our view, the emphasis on prototype engine develop-

ment, and they would be more than adequate for two competitive

diesel programs and two competitive turbine programs of -The

engine-technology-demonstration type.

The 6.2 programs for engines emphasize, in the case of

diesels, advanced turbomachinery, programmable fuel inject~ion,

friction reduction by elimination of piston rinrgs and use of

ceramic bearings, high-temperature material, thermal barriercoatings, and an integrated control system. All. o-;' these areas

merit attention; in addition, some effort on the problems

associated with high-speed operation would be rier"ficial. If

In the case of gas turbines, the planned 6.2 programs

emphasize advanced recuperators, reheat combustors, inter-

coolers, fuel control, i.igh-temperature (2500OF TIT) components
including combustor, turbine nozzle, and a radial inflow turbine

rotor, and thermal barrier coatings. It seems that the effort
devoted to components of the reheat-cycle engine is over-

emphasized; a better use of the resources would be in recupera-

tor and variable-geometry alternatives.

With respect to 6.3A programs for transmissions, the efforts

devoted to the CVX-650 and the AMX-1000 have previously been

discussed. The planned activity for the advanced turbine trans-
mission is not known to us in detail; we hope it will include
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effort devoted to a high-speed mechanical transmission closely
integrated with the relevant 6.3A gas-turbine efforts. The
most noticeable lack in the planned transmission program is any
effort devoted to a split-torque transmission suitable for the
diesel engines at which the 6.3A efforts are directed; it
appears that the resources planned for the AMX-1000 could be

redirected for this purpose.

With respect to the prcgram for alternate fuels concepts,
the details are not known to us. However, one objective was

stated to be to provide multifuel capability for "a wide range
ot hydrocarbon fuels--from gasoline to diesel, including shale-

oil or coal-derived fuels, with a wide spread of octane and
cetane tolerance." As pointed out above, the cost/benefits
tradeoff on multifuel capability drops off rapidly as the multi-
fuel distillate range is broadened. There does not seem to be

any basis for the wide range specified above. In our view the
multifuel range should be limited and the R&D targeted at the

limited engine modifications needed to accommodate the narrower f
range of fuels.
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APPENDIX A

RELATIONSHIP OF GROUND VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS TO
PROPULSION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

In ord to evaluate the utility, or payoff, of various
propulsion system improvements, an analysis is needed which

provides a quantitative, first-order view of the impact of
such improvements on the cost, size, and/or performance char-
acteristics of the overall vehicle. Such an analysis is
developed here; its essential features are identical to those
of an analysis developed previously in Ref. A-I.

A. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE AND COST MODELS
1. Vehicle Performance

A ground vehicle is defined here to consist of only five

elements: payload, propulsion system, fuel, structure, and
suspension. In an armored vehicle, the first three elem3nts A

are assumed to be contained within the armored volume. The

gross vehicle weight is accordingly

Wv -W + W + W +W +W (AW) +
Z pS f S SU

where Wv = gross vehicle weight

W payload weight
Wps propulsion system weight

Wf u fuel weight

Ws structural weight
Wsu - suspension weight.
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The payload weight is considered a vehicle performance charac-

teristic here, and the remainder of the analysis consists of

relating the weight of the other elements to other vehicle per-
formance characteristics, vehicle design characteristi-s, and/or
propulsion system performance characteristics.

The structural weight, which by definition includes armor,
is considered to consist of two parts: that necessary to soipport
the weight of the payload, propulsion system, and fuel; and that
necessary to provide and support any required armor protection.
Thus, one obtains

ws + WPS + f + V + (A-2)

where Vi is the volume of the ith element, and m and 8 are con-

sidered to be vehicle design characteristics. In principle, of
course, the weight of armor protection should be proportional
to the 2/3 power of the enclosed volume for geometrically similar j

vehicles; for simplicity, the linear form is used here, whicht
will tend to overestimate somewhat tie structural weight of

larger vehicles and underestimate somewhat the structural weight H

of smaller vehicles.
The weight of the suspension system, which by definition

includes the tracks or wheels as appropriate, is assumed to be
proportional to the weight required to be supported:

Wsu
Wsu "; WV ,(A-3)

where (Wsu/Wv) is considered a design characteristic of the
vehicle.

The fuel weight is based on the assumption of a single
representative operating condition:
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W ar V M R (A-4)
f

W .r-"F R_ A5

where D * average vehicle drag (a average vehicle thrust)

V * average vehicle speed
MFC a average specific fuel consumption, based on delivered

power (M 7)

R - vehicle range.
Here the weight-to-drag ratio of the vehicle is considered a

design characteristic, and the specific fuel consumption a pro-
pulsion system characteristic. It is to be noted that SFC is

based on delivered power, and is related to the more familiar
sfc based on engine output by

stc

where nx is the transmission efficiency and qt is the thrusterxt p
efficiency at representative cruise conditions. The fuel weight
could equally well be represented by

(hp-hrs)cruise S)W f =- Wv • v
V

where (hp-hrs)cruise defines the combination of thrust power and
endurance needed to provide the desired range, in which case
(hp-hrs)cruise/Wv would be bonsidered a vehicle performance char-

acteristic.

*If 6 is in pounds, R in miles, and • in lb/hr/hp, then Wf
.00267 RD M pounds.
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The weight of the propulsion system, which by definition
includes the engine, transmission, and final drive, can be
written as

= ma/ v)( /P a)W

WPS M ( axW (WPS Wv (A-6)

where Pmax is the maximum delivered power. Here, CPmax/Wv) is
considered a vehicle performance characteristic (e.g., delivered
horsepower/ton), and (Wps/Pmax) is considered a propulsion
system performance characteristic (i.e., the specific weight
based on delivered power). As was the case with specific fuel
consumption, the specific weight of the propulsion system is
related to the more familiar specific weights of the consti-

tuents by

- -e + wa3 (A-7)\mx/ n nt nt
axi

where we is the spcific weight of the installed engine based
on engine outpLt power, wx is the specific weight of the installed
transmission (including final drie) based on transmission out-
put power, and nx, Y t are the transmission and thruster efficiea-
cies at representatlve mtaxirumra power condition.

Combining Eqs. A-l, A-2, A-3, A-5, and A-6 then produces
the entire vehicle performance model used here:

PI I

W/

WV 1 ( -'a (A-8)

where appropriate densities have been introduced, ioe.,
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P 7 • f f/W f

1. rPaiosi Ps toi be esti

.- ~ (p/max)

This relationship enables the total vehicle weight to be esti-
mated for specified vehicle performance characteristics

i [Wi, P9, (Pmax/WV), RI from a knowledge of vehicle design char-

acteristics [(WSU/W), a, 8, (Wv/D)] an"' )ropulsion system char-
acteristics (W s/Pmax), p or (VP /Pa), IM, pf]. All thatps ax p pa max'

• remains is a determination oi the values of the vehicle design

. characteristics representative of various classes of vehicles;
this is based on data for actual vehicles and is accomplished
in Section B below.
2. Vehicle Costs

Costs have three elements of interest: manufacturing,

operation and maintenance, and fuel. The interest here is in

identifying and estimating those costs which depend upon the
characteristics of the propulsion system either directly, or
indirectly through the dependence of vehicle characteristics on

propulsion system characteristics. Thus, the payload costs are

excluded. The vehicle life-cycle cost is then defined as

= +p +0OM + S (A-9)

The unit manufacturing cost,* $p, is considered to be a

linear function of the empty vehicle weight (the gross weight

*In the parlance of cost analysis, the unit manufacturing cost
as defined here includes only initial investment and recurring
production costs and excludes costs associated with initial
spares, training, engineering changes and the like; typically,
manufacturing costs are of the order of 85% of the total
investment costs.
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less the weight of payload and fuel) and the maximum deliveredK
power, Pmax:

$i
P v- W- Wf) + (F) max (A-IO)

In turn, the costs which are power dependent are assumed to
consist of the propulsion system cost and a structural cost
which is power dependentz

The$- - - r) + [(r) + (maxA-I)

The manufacturing costs are thus determined by two vehicle cost
characteristics--the structural cost factor associated with
weight, ($/W), and the structural cost factor associated with
power ($/P)s--and one propulsion system cost characteristic--
the proulsion system cost factor ($/P)ps. In actuality, the
latter cost factor depends upon other characteritics of the

propulsion system, simply because the cost per unit of maximum
engine power is a better cost characteristic of a propulsion

system. The propulsion system cost factor can be expressed as

" 7 (A-12).. s

PS ri nt r PS

where n X and t are the transmission and thruster efficiencies
at representative maximum power conditions, (Pe/Pinst) is the
ratio of maximum engine-power output to that delivered to the

transmission (including any power required for cooling the
latter), and ($/Pe)ps is the propulsion system cost factor based
on maximum engine power. This distinction is only important,
however, in the subsequent considerations of the dependence of
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costs an the characteristics of the individual components of K

the propulsion system.

Operation and maintenance costs (excluding fuel costs)

are assumed to be directly proportional to manufacturing costs

and are considered separately for structural and propulsion

elementsi thus one has

$
O0M KMS)(V-wz-w) + (M) ~max] k+ r p max (A3t

where RMS and KMp are the proportionality constants for structure
and propulsion, respectively. These constants include the effect

of the duration of the life cycle; e.g., if the annual struc-

tural maintenance cost is 10% of the manufacturing cost and the

life cycle is 20 years, then KMS - 2.0.
The fuel costs are based on vehicle usage over its life

• cycle, as follows%

$f = FC • Pma q (A-14)

where ($/Wf) is the cost per pound of fuel, DC is the

equivalent usage it maximum power of the vehicle over the life
cycle, and SF is based on a representative operating condition
(which is assumed here to be at 25% of maximum power). That is,

if the usage of the vehicle is represented, say, by 300 hours
per year at 25% power over a life of 20 years, then DC would be
300 x 20 x .25 - 1500 hours.

Equations A-9, A-li, A-13, and A-14 enable the vehicle life-

cycle cost to be estimated from a knowledge of its gross weight,
payload weight, fuel weight, representative specific fuel con-

sumption, and maximum delivered power, provided that seven cost
K or operational characteristics are known [($/W), ($/P)S, ($/P)ps,

(S/Wf), KMS, KMp, M]. These characteristics are determined
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for various classes of vehicles on the basis of data for repre-

sentative actual vehicles in Section 8 belowe
3. Sensitivity Factors

Of primary interest here is the sensitivity of vehicle
weight and cost to changes in propulsion system performance and

cost characteristics. This can be portrayed by means of weight

and cost sensitivity factors, defined by

SW/W1
SWi - Q i/Qi

and

SL /$ L
SC~ - Qi/

where Qi is any relevant propulalon system characteristic and

SWi and SCi are the weight and cost senbitivity factors, respec-

tively. These sensitivity factors can be derived from the
preceding relationships by straightforward differentiation, with

the (selected) results shown in Tables A-1 and A-2. It is to be
noted that each sensitivity factor indicates the fractional

change in vehicle weight or cost due to a fractional change in
a propulsion system characteristic, on the assumption that all

vehicle characteristics and all other propulsion system char-

acteristics are unchanged. That is, in the most general case,

the vehicle life-cycle cost is a function of 19 such character-

istics, as follows:

Vehicle Performance Characteristics: Wz, 79, Pmax/Wv, R

Vehicle Design Characteristics: a, a, Wv/D, Wsu/Wv

*More precisely, SWi Min Wv)/a(n Q).
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TABLE A-I. WEIGHT SENSITIVITY FACTORS

A Wv AQi

• • V

Parameter Weight Sensitivity Factor
• iSW... .. .. ___i_'

(I + ci + a/pf)Wf

(1+ a + BIP,)Wz

WmX (i + )W
TiT + at + 5/p )wj

pmax (1P t +z

V s ~(B/pfs)wfp

+ (1 + B/pz)W

A-11I.:.
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TABLE A-2. COST SENSITIVITY FACTORS

!L

F-= z-

Parameter Cost Sensitivity Factor
SC..

[1+(1+K~)()] + ~ + /P)Wf] ( M) MPr
a + + + ( I8 + ma]

)wWf $

+I ++) + (f
+W(1(+ lMpsp)W psp :

+ I1 (1., + MS..,W.(/ps w
maxx L + a 8/PL)Wtl

(1)pF - + 1 + KM (I + '+B/Pf) Wf

II
.;. S Pmax )

ps ps L ~

;I

f(DC) Pma
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Vehicle Cost Characteristics: 5,$/If, ($/P)S, KMS

Propulsion System Performance Characteristics: SF,
Wps/Pmax, Vps/Pmax, Pf

Propulsion System Cost Characteristics: ($/P)ps, KMp,

$/Wf

Thus, for each sensitivity factor in Tables A-I and A-2, all
of the above characteristics except the relevant propulsion sys-

tem characteristic are assumed to be constant. In more physical
terms, each sensitivity factor is merely the change in vehicle
weight or cost attributable to a change in a propulsion system
characteristic for a vehicle with fixed performance capabilities.

As could be anticipated, the various sensitivity factors
directly reflect the relative magnitudes of weights or costs

associated with the propulsion system characteristics. This is
particularly evident in the weight sensitivity factors, wherein

each factor is the ratio of the total weight attributable to the
characteristic to the total weight attributable to the payload
(including the weight required to armor the volume).

These sensitivity factors refer of course to overall char-

acteristics of the propulsion system, rather than to the charac-
teristics of the engine and transmission separately. The sensi-

tivities of the vehicle weight and cost to these latter charac-
teristics can be obtained from the following relationships

between the overall characteristics and engine and transmission
characteristics:

___ s . Sce

SFC nn M~-15)x~t

WWe W 1 (A-16)

max e x't Rxft
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ps - e- + x) (A-17)

Ps 1 '
Pmax e xt x t

M + A-N (A- 18)
ps Vie nxnt x nt

) --K1 + -- (A-19)•KMp PS Mee nxylt MV)x rit

where the subscript e refers to the engine and the subscript x

refers to the transmission (including the final drive). Thus,

for example, the sensitivity of vehicle weight to transmission
efficiency is given by

AW /W w V
vv -SW~ e Sew / SW(, p

x t ps ps max ps pG max

since the transmission efficiency affects all of the overall

propulsion system characteristics.

B. CHARACTERISTICS OF VEHICLE CLASSES

As indicated previously, the vehicle design and cost char-

acteristics used in the vehicle weight and cost models are

determined on the basis of data from actual vehicles. These
determinations are indicated below.
1. Performance and Cost Characteristics of Selected Ground

Vehicles

Physical characteristics of actual ground vehicles are

shown in Table A-3. The sources of the data are indicated in

the table. The data are not complete in all cases, and estimated
values have been used where necessary. Further, inasmuch as the
data have been gathered from a variety of sources, there are
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undoubtedly some discrepancies between the values indicated in

the table and the actual vehicle values.

Similarly, data for the manufacturing costs of these same

vehicles are shown in Table A-4, from the sources indicated in

the table. The data are intended to be representative of the

average manufacturing costs pertaining to full production of a

typical number of vehicles and thus do not perhaps correspond

to the actual cost Itf the vehicle at the present time. The total

cost indicated for the vehicle is the cost of the vehicle ex-

cluding the cost of the payload.

Finally, operating and support cost data for these same

vehicles are shown in Table A-5, from the sources indicated in

the table. The values indicated in the table for System O&M,

Vehicle O&M, and Propulsion O&M require some explanation.

System O&M is defined as the total operating and support costs

less the cost of crew (the latter includes crew pay and allowances

and the attributable portions of indirect pay and allowances, per-

manent change of station, and indirect support costs when these

latter costs are allocated among crew, direct maintenance, and

depot maintenance labor costs). Vehicle'O&M is defined as

System O&M less the costs attributable to the payload (including

ammunition). Propulsion O&M is defined as that part of Vehicle

O&M which is attributable to the engine and transmission (but

not including the cost of the fuel). As with the other data,

and more so, discrepancies among the various sources exist;

thus, the data in Table A-5 should only be interpreted as

representative.

2. Design and Cost Characteristics for Vehicle Classes

Based in part on the data presented in the previous section,

and in part on more generic data from previous studies (Ref s.

A-I and A-1.5), vehicle design characteristics for three repre-

sentative classes cf vehicles have been selected as follows:

A-16
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weight of payload# propulsion, and fuel to this combined weight
(V) is assumed to be 0.3, consistent with the structural weight
required in non-armored vehicles. The armor weight per unit

armored volume (0) has been determined from the data for the Ml

and M2, respectively, presented in Table A-3, on the assumption
that the armor weight is the weight of the structure indicated
in the table less the structural weight necessary to support the

combined weight of payload, propulsion, and fuel. The ratio of

the weight of the suspension system to gross vehicle weight
(Wsu/Wv) is generally assumed to be 0.23 consistent with the
results of previous studies (Refs. A-b, A-15); in the case oftrucks, this suspension weight includes the weight of the axles.

The vehicle weight-to-drag ratio typical of cruise conditions
(Wv/D) is based on the results of these same studies.

Similarly, the cost characteristics of the vehicles and
propulsion systems have been selected as shown in the following

table:

S($/W) ($/P)s ($/P)ps ($/Wf)

Vehicle Class (hrs) (S-/ b) ($/hp) ($/hp) ($/lb) 1.MS KHP

MBT 1440 4.0 150 340 0.14 2.0 2.0
LCV 1440 4.0 150 290 0.14 2.0 2.0
Truck 1440 1.4 54 100 0.14 4.0 4.0

In the case of the MBT and LCV, the effective duty cycle (DC)
is based on 288 hours/year of operation at an average power level

A-19



of 25% and a 20-year life. The result, 1440 hours, also ap-
peared to be a reasonable estimate for trucks based on 3000

miles/year. The next three characteristics--related to the
manufacturing cost of the vehicle--have, for MBTs and LCVs,

been selected so as to provide a reasonable match with the
available data, as well as a reasonable match with more odtailed i

cost estimates, of which more will be said later. In partic-
Sular, the power-related cost fa~ctors are based on a structural

power cost of $95 per gross engine horsepower, an engine cost
of $85 per gross engine horsepower for diesel engines and $115
per gross engine horsepower for gas turbine engines, a transmis-

sion cost of $95 per gross engine horsepower, and a ratio of
useful power delivered (Pmax) to gross engine horsepower of 0.62--
assuming a ratio of power delivered to the transmission to gross

engine horsepower of 0.9, a transmission efficiency of 76%, and

a thruster efficiency of 91%. These same cost characteristics
for trucks have been obtained by scaling down the factors for
MBTs and LCVs to provide a reasonable match with the manufactur-

ing cost of the M813 shown in Table A-4 (the rationale being
that the larger production quantities of trucks accounts for
the unit cost reduction). The factors determining the opera-
tion and maintenance costs, KMS and KMp, have been based largely

on the assumption that annual O&M costs are between 10% and 20%
of the manufacturing costs; these values are reasonably consis-
tent with the data shown in Table A-5.

3. Selected Results
In order to assess the adequacy of the vehicle perform-

ance and cost models developed here, at least to some degree,
the results obtained from these models have been compared to
other available information for combat vehicles.

With respect to performance, detailed weight breakdowns of
preliminary designs for a variety of conceptual armored vehicles
are presented in Ref. A-6. A comparison of the gross vehicle
weights resulting from the model developed here with the gross

A-20
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vehicle weights estimated in Ref. A-6 is shown in Fig. A-i. To

obtain model results, it has been necessary to estimate the pay-

load volume from the payload weight given in Ref. A-6, based

F on the assumption of a payload density of 40 lb/ft3 . It can be

observed from Fig. A-1 that the discrepancies are appreciable;I they are attributed here largely to differences in armor pro-
tection in the conceptual vehicles. That is, the model results
have been obtained by assuming armor protection levels of either
18.6 lb/ft 3 or 50 lb/ft 3 , whereas the conceptual vehicles have

a greater variety of armor protection levels. In view of the
fact that the vehicles range in weight from 16 to 40 tons, in

power from 375 to 1500 horsepower, and in specific power from
21.7 to 37.5 hp/ton, the quality of agreement is considered

adequate.
Manufacturing cost estimates for the conceptual vehicles

of Ref. A-6 have been presented in Ref. A-15, on the basis of a
detailed cost-estimating method for armored combat vehicles.
The results of Ref. A-15 are compared in Fig. A-2 with corres-

ponding results from the model developed here. Also shown in
Fig. A-2 is a comparison of model results with the dita in
Table A-4 for four vehicles: Ml, M60, M2, and M1l3Al. The
quality of agreement indicated in Fig. A-2 is considered quite

satisfactory.
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APPENDIX B

SOME MOBILITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR TRACKED VEHICLES

A The specific power of a vehicle (e.g., hp/ton) is an impor-

- tant characteristic in determining both the power level needed

from the propulsion system and the impact that the propulsion

system has on the overall vehicle. In the past, the specific

power of tracked vehicles has been limited by the power density

(i.e., weight or size per unit power) of the propulsion system;

as the propulsion system power density has increased through

technological improvement, the specific power of newer vehicles

has increased accordingly. The utility of increased vehicle

specific power is, however, limited to a large extent by the

7' -ability of the soil to resist the motion~of a track. These

limitations are developed here; the development follows previous '
treatmnents in Refs. B-1 and B-2.

A. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF SOIL-TRACK INTERACTIONS

The maximum shearing stress that a soil can support can be

written as

I'~2+tan (B-1)

where tm amaximum soil shearing stress

c =coefficient of cohesioni = angle of soil friction

p,= ground pressure (vertical load/contact area).
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This maximum shearing stress translates into a limit on the use-
ful thrust that a vehicle can produce; noting that the contact

area is Wv/p, where Wv is the gross vehicle weight, one has

iW

Tax = G

or

Tmax c -- --- tan€ .(B-2)
SW~v P

To produce thrust, relative motion between the track and
the soil is generally required, and the actual thrust produced

depends upon the magnitude of this relative motion. This motion
is characterized by the vehicle slip, iO, where

V
o l- -t~ (B-3)0 V

t

where Vv = actual vehicle speed

Vt = theoretical vehicle speed (the linear speed of the

track relative to the vehicle).

The actual thrust pruduced can be written as

v P + tan K- 1 e- (B-4)

where TS = vehicle thrust

K = coefficient of soil shear

Z = length of track in contact with the ground.
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It is convenient to express Eq. B-4 in terms of the useful pro-
pulsive power per unit weight (i.e., thrust x vehicle speed
vehicle weight):

PvW - 5.333 + tan

1 0o 10.00W v(L/b)

o pK ( e-S)

where Pu = propulsion power in horsepower

Wv = vehicle weight in tons

Vv = vehicle speed in miles per hour

,/b = the length-to-width ratio of the track
with the: units of c and p being psi, and K in inches.

The power required at. the sprocket (the track-driving
wheel(s)] is related to the useful propulsive power through

the losses due to slip and internal track friction. The power H
required at the track surface is _

PT/W Pu/WTvv 2. U-o V (B-6)

V 0 V

The internal track friction is characterized by a friction

coefficient, fn, which is the ratio of the force required to
overcome track friction to the gross vehicle weight; thus the
power at the sprocket can be written as

Ps/Wv PT/Wvs v Tv + 5.333 f
V Vn

B--5
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or

Ps/W P/W
S V ______ U v

V I i V + 5,.333 fn (B-7)
V 0 V

where P. is in horsepower, WV is in tons, and V. in mph.

The delivered propulsive power is used of course to over-

come drag at a constant vehicle speed or to overcome drag and

provide excess thrust for acceleration. The drag of a tracked

vehicle can be expressed as

D 2b Pn+l/n (B-8)•V Wv.(1 + n)(-'O + k )n (-8

where D - vehicle drag (ib)

b - tradk width (in.)

kc = "cohesive" modulus of soil deformation (lb/in.n+1)

k = "frictional" modulus of soil deformation (lb/in. n+2)

n = exponent of soil consistency

and p is in psi and Wv in pounds. The power required to over-

come drag is accordingly

P / 5.333 (B-9)

V

where PD is in horsepower, Wv in tons, and Vv in mph. Thus

the power available for acceleration is

PA/WV pu/Wv PD/Wv

V V V



The power available for acceleration is in turn used, on level
i.gro.ýund, for vehicle acceleration and acceleration of all of the

rotating masses in the power train; typically, the latter is

about 20% of the former--somewhat greater for heavy tanks and

somewhat less for light combat vehicles. The acceleration capa-

bility can be accordingly' expressed as

a(mph/sec) - 21.9 - 4 PAWv(B-l1)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. This level-ground
acceleration capability is also a measure of hill-climbing

ability, in that the maximum slope negotiable is given by

tan a = 1.2

B. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 14

Equations B-5, -7, -8, -9, -10 define a relationship between
the power delivered to the sprocket of a tracked vehicle and
the ultimate power available for acceleration or hill-climbing
purposes. The quantitative nature of this relationship is of

interest in assessing potential limits on the useful specific

power of tracked vehicles. Representative results are developed

here for two different types of soils and two types of vehicles.
The soil types are taken to be sand--a reasonably good

soil for locomotion purposes--and a plowed agricultural soil.
Their representative characteristics are as follows:

ikc k¢

c K +
(psi) (deg) (in.) (lb/in?+1 ) (lb/in'÷4 ) n

Sand 0 35 1 0 8 0.8

Agricultural soil 0.1 20 1 6 4 0.5

B-7
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The vehicles are a 60-ton vehicle and a 20-ton vehicle with the

following representative characteristics:

2.b
(pi) /b (in.) (in.)

60-ton vehicle 14.5 5.6 152 27
20-ton vehicle 14.5 5.6 88 16

The results are shown in Fig. B-1. The essential feature

is that for any given speed at which vehicle acceleration is
desired, there is a limit to the vehicle specific power (in
terms of sprocket hp/ton) beyond which no significant increase
in acceleration capability is obtained. For example, in sand,
this limit is about 4 hp/ton/mph; thus if maximum acceleration
capability is desired at a speed of 10 mph, say, then sprocket

powers of more than 40 hp/ton will accomplish essentially
nothing. Fo- agricultural soil, the limit is about 2 hp/ton/mph,
and the corresponding 10 mph value would be 20 hp/ton. Any
sprocket power in excess of these values would be consumed in

merely moving the soil about, via the spinning of the tracks.
It can be verified by direct calculation that the results shown

in Fig. B-i are not sensitive to the vehicle characteristics of
ground pressure, p, and track length-to-width ratio, Z/b, over
the range: nf ,ali )ermitted by reasonable vehicles.

A more informative picture of the limited utility of very
high specific vehicle power in providing acceleration capability
is perhaps gained by m'amining the ideal standing-start perform-
ance of a vehicle. ': requisite time-distance relationship
can be obtained by straightforward numerical integration of
Eq. B-11, and representative results--for any size of vehicle--
are shown in Fig. B-2. Here, the time required for a vehicle
to traverse a distance of 300 feet is shown as a function of
sprocket hp/ton, for two cases: the first presumes an unlimited
maximum vehicle speed, and the second presumes that the maximum
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vehicle speed is limited to 20 mph (which seems reasonable for

off-road conditions).

It can be observed from Fig. B-2 that the benefits of in-

creased vehicle specific power above rather modest levels

diminish considerably; in particular, if the maximum vehicle

speed is limited to 20 mph, sprocket powers in excess of 15-20

hp/ton yield virtually no reduction in elapsed time. Similar

results for longer distances, or for non-zero initial speeds,

would of course show larger relative gains for higher vehicle
specific powers.
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